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# OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
of Dally Stage Line to Saugatnck. Hth
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Market, uearcoruerEighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

X>

I/'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
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no
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...................
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Potatoes, 9 bushel ...............
rimothy Seed, 9 bushel .......
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Trains.

Arrive at
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Grand Rapids.

9.35 p.m.
Muskegon,Peniwaler
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. in.
t 9.25 p.m.

Now Buffalo
Chicago. |
\

\ 17

ALSU, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, Ctfy Z>rup

TT

Store,

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.

8th street.

t

T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.

|>EST, R.

1J

* II 00 a. m.

m.

9.45 “

A

B.

Office at their

E., Surgeons and Physicians.
residence, Overysel, Mich.

L.

F EDEBOER.B. Physicianand Surgeon:

2.40

XJ

Office

corner Eleventh and River street opposite

public square.
* Mixed trains,
Daily except Sunday and Monday.
I KDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon;
£ Daily except Saturday.
office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
Mondays only.
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
All other trains dally except Sundays.]
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus VI C CULLOCH TU08., Physician and Surgeon,
having permantly located in Holland, can
time.
be touad at Wm. Van Putteu’s Drug store. Calls
made In city and country day or night. Acute
Xich. Lake Shore Eail Eoad.
and Chronic diseases successfully treated.Consult

Xj
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opposite this office.
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HICHIGAN LASS SHOES

RAILROAD,

An
You

Undeniable! Truth,

their parents were absent at the death bed

of

a

deserve to suffer, and if

you

lead

Free of Cost.
The most wonderful remedy of the age
is now placed within the tench of all.
“Be he rich or be he poor,” it costs noth

A BRBYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

ing to give this great remedy a trial 7>r.
King's California Golden Compound, for
YfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
ivl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11
Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Low Spirits,
River street
Loss of Appetite, Sour Stomach, Coming
up
of Food, Yellow Complexion, General
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Debility, Inactivity and Drowsiness,
Agent. OfficeIn Kenyon A Van Patten's bank
Eighth street.
Liver Complaint, Jaundice and Biliousness, for which it is a certain and speedy
Banking and Zxohange.
U. S. of I.
cure. No person should be without it.
PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col- HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of In order to pYove that it will do all we
lectlug, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth Industry, meets at their Hall over, Kruisenga's claim for it you are given a trial bottle
9-ly
Store, every Saturdayevening.
free of cost, which will convince you of its
Visitingbrothers cordiallyinvited.
truly wonderful merits, and show you
Barkan.
A. McDonald,President.
what a regular one dollar size bottle will
D. Van Bbuooin, R. 8.
I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
do. For sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
Michigan.
•onable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
X. 0. of 0. F.

O

X

VAN

Y
street.
’

U

Hollard City Lodge, No. 192,IndepondentOrder
Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

of

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

TTKROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
Eighth street.

rl

W. Butkau,

N. G.

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

DEACH BRO'S, CommissionMerchants, and
X> dealers In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth' A jblsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Dentlit.

U EE,

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's
8hoe store.

£pe(kt

Dental Surgeon. Performs

1?

all operationsappertaining to DentistryIn
the best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgins'
Art Gallery.

NOTICE.

VAN

PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. VanDbn Bbbo’s Family Medicines;Eighth 8t.

until 4 p.

V

L. E. BEST,
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
. N. K.

claim 40 bushels
a stiff

M.

Fairbanks tin

D.

caddy Lard can
Harrington.This is the

to the acre this

season. It

straw, and does not lose any

grain in handling,and

when

it is

less

cut will

barn room

besot woman— which worthless variety that will not benefit
propertyin peril, and renders life in- them in the least? Farmers! take warn-

puts

that I heap

my

hottest hate!

to the plague, which prevails in

ing,”

Frank LtfUl’i Popular Monthly
For October, possessessuch manifold
attractionsthat we can scarcely give even
a faint outline of the contents. The open-

ing chapters (I

to IV.)

of “Norman Des-

borough’s Son,” a serial novel, by that
brilliantwritter,Frank Lee Benedict, give

promise of a story of unusual power and

that

Island, ns throughout the Levant general-

excellence; the interest is thrilling,and

who commence the novel will eagerly await each monthly instalment. Mrs. N
of the leprosy— as a disease of the past;
Frank Leslie continues her charming
and yet it rages more or less every year
“Scenes in Sun Lands”— her graphic dely. We

are apt to think of the plague as

from

it

when

residing iu the Levant, from

their superior cleaniness,neater habits,

aud

love of fresh air.

The

plague

last

visited Englapd in 1603 5, but as late as
1720

it

those

although Europeans, notably

destroyednear half the population

of Marseilles, and seventy years after ap-

peared in Russia and Poland. 8ince then

scription of a visit to a sugar house is pe-

The popular authorW. Pierce, contributes “Roxle,”

culiarly interesting.
ess, Etta

a benuliful short story, and M. T. Caldor
a capital one, entitled, “A Countess’s
Hatred.” An article on the “Empress
Josephine” will attract especial attention;

as

will also, ProfessorCharles

A. Joy’s

admirable paper on “Ocean Steamers and

been almost wholly unknown in
Steam Navigation.”The opening article
western Europe. The plague of the Leof the number is replete with information
vant is virtuallythe same malignant conof the “Island of Cyprus.” The annual
tagious fever which, under the name of
subscription is only $8, postpaid,and the
the black death, proved such an awful
price of a single copy 25 centa. Address,
scourge in the fourteenthcentury. In
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House, 68; 55
China alone 13,000,000are reported to
& 57 Park Place, New York.
have been swept away by the pestilence;
it has

Cough with Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to

of not fur

from

ished as well as

70,<X)0,000.

men

Animals per-

by millions; the earth

was black and horrible with agony, terror,

test the strength of the floor of the great
reception

room of

dam. With

the

new

palace at Pots-

thaf view, a number of sol-

and decay. Death was on sea as well as diers were ordered to enter it in double file,
on land; ships drifted aimless over the and to their great surprise, were then or-

dead and putrefying on dered to dance the polka. They at first
carrying infection and death consideredthe matter as a Joke, but as the
in turn to the shores on which the winds strains of the band gave them encourageocean, the crews
board,

and

or tides happened to cast the pestiferous ment they went through both a polka

and

vessel. The imagination is appalled at a gallop. The floor was found satisfacthe hideous picture. The fearful mortali-

ty gave rise to other shuddering

m.

twice;

Before the recent marriage festivalof
in Europe, 25,000,000, and in Africa, 6,- the daughter of Prince Fredeiic William
Many persons say ”1 haven’t got the
Consumption” when asked to cure their 000,000 to 7,000,000, making a mortality of Prussia,it was thought advisableto

gofe

The undersigned,Dr. L. £ Best, having
Draft and Medicine*.
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
T'VOESBURG. J. O., Dealer in Drags and MediXJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phy- couphear to the public at large, and
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st. whereas he pays particularattention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he baa
YfEENQS, D. R., Drug Store. Pine Drags, ModiYl Icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per- concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
fumeries. River street.
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.

family

in the rest of the east well nigh 24,000,000;

Don't be Deceived,

Consumption and a remedy that will cure
F. Ic A. tt.
Consumption will certainlyand surely
A Regular Communicationof- Unity Lodox> cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, We know it will cure when all others fail
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct.
and our faith in it is so positive that we
9, at 7^ o'clock, sharp.
will refund the price paid if you receive
Dayid Bkrtscu, W. M.
O. Brbyxan, Sec'u.
no benefit. -Is not this a fair proposition.
Price 10 cts. 50 cts. and $.100 per bottle.
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cts. For sale by.
D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten
and J. O. Doesburg.

ComalnionMerchant.

It

duties,

the English, are comparatively exempt

FOSLIN

and Shoe*.

a

grade of flour. No trade will use

has

mother.

in the east,

14-ly

to make a good pastry, let alone

and tears, and consecrated by prayer and
and when the grain is put in the market,
psalm. Autumn showers have steeped the
it will not bring within 15 or 20 cents per
sod, yet by the cuttings of the spade the
bushel of any variety of red wheat We
stranger sees it is the grave of a child.
refuse to buy it at auy price, and thereWhen I go to the little grave, I cannot
fore recommend the farmers not to enhelp feeling a new consecration to this
courage a worthless grain. The Fultz
noble reform. Do you ask who? Startle
wheat is the best variety now in the marnot when I speak out my heart: Hum
ket, and if properly farmed will yield on
helped to dig n.y boys gravel Indirectly, peran average equal to any wheat in the
haps, but really yes! intoxicating drink
country.
Many farmers in the counties of
stole away the senses of one who was iu
Montgomery,
Delaware, and Chester,
charge of these two little brothers while

a miserable,unsatisfactory Hie in this secure— upon
benuliful world, it entirely your own

rpE ROLLER,

Notary Public; River street.

very poor

stultify man, but

Tobacco and Cigars.

Wat che* and Jewelry.

is a

^

V

G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars.Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

it

quality; it has not body or strength enough

about incoheiently talking of unfulfilled
aud lelt them without food or than any other variet/'of wheat. It will
drink, companionshipor care. Half- weigh 64 pounds per bushel, if clean; it
Sells Tickets to principal pota* in the United
always sells readily for the highest price,
Sta’es and Canada. Through bmiof Lading Issued starved and chilled, the little convalesand rates given for fieigbt to Hi points east tn«l cent soon relapsed and passed away, ere- and the flour manufacturedfrom it has
west. Information as to rootBC and connections
no superior. The farmers have it in their
for travellers,and rates of Might for shippers, long to the safer custody of Christ above.
cheerfully furnished at the
power to have the best wheat in the
I have no curses to pour on any human
Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich. being, however deeply he may have country, and always have a ready sale,
7-ly
sinned; but on the traffic which can only and why will they persist in spreadinga

CHICAGO

reach every town on the Western
Continent and not a Druggist but will tell
VAUPELL.H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips; you of its wonderful cures. You can buy
Eighth street.
a Sample Bottle fqr 10 cents. Three
doses will relieve you.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

rpURGUSON, B. R.

reveal the resting-place of our latest born
earliesttaken. It is sweet with flowers

flour manufactured from

lay compact and take up

vous prostration,low spirits, &c. Its sales

Attorney*.

Boot*

walnut tree,

“Deserting her charge, she wandered

now

Saddler*.

X

Hotel.

the branches of a

fault

Receiver,

§wst»e^ giwetory.

Xl

V*

......

bend

It

through which the struggling moonbeams

Q

50
40
50
40
15
45
15

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
. R. R. and L. 8. & M. S. for Plaluwell,Kalamazoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.

TTOWARD, M.

5

Over

By tllfttafloveI bore to that child, by all
and there is only one excuse for you,
I
boRf to others just as precious, by all
V$ ORRIS, 8. L., Physicianand Surgeor.Office, —your unreasonableprejudice and skepti
ivXat residence, on Twultthst., and at U. Walsh’s cism, which has killed thousands. Person- that is high and holy, I avow against this
Drug Store.
al knowledge and common sense reason- trade eternal war.”
OCHOUTEN, it A. City Poysiciau. Office at D. ing will soon show you that Green’s
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
August Flower will cure you of Liver
Tne Plague.
Complaint, or Dyspepsia,with all its misPh3t5grapher.
erable effects, such as sick headache, palThe cession to and occupationby Engpitation of the heart, sour stomach, habitITIUGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- ual costiveness, dizziness of the head, ner- land of Cyprus has drawn public attention

Taken Effect, Tuesday,Jan. 15, 1878.

No. 4. No. 2.
p. m.
p. m.

4 S

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

1 NNI8,

/V

12.15 “

“

3 25 p.

.......... L .......

ft

Shoulders ........... L ........ to 6
Tallow, per ft ..................
f.
tofl
Turkeys.
.................fl. ........ 9 A10
Chickens, dressed per lb ....... I ........ B to?

Phyilcixa*

1.05 a.m.

5.10

L

I 1 15 a. m.
f 5.15 “
3.50 p. in.

11.55 a.m.

“ “&
“ “
•*
“
“ “ #

l)OST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Collectionsmade In Holland and vicinity.

L-’ave
Holland,

HoUand,

liam Pyle

...

CO., Proprietorsof the
i
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildSmoked Meat ...............,.i .........
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Ham .....
........ t ........

1878.

1,

another milling firm that speaks

is

out against Clawson wheat. Messrs. Wil-

.

Beef, dreesed per

A

Hour? Public*

Taken Effect y Tuesday Jan,

Clawson Wheat.
Here

Striking Illustration.

“

1

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

V

of each wetk at

8:80 p. m., at Hope Church.

& Sons, proprietors of the HarBryn Mawr, Pa., writes as
an eloquent temperance address in Quincy,
“
follows
to
the
Home News of that place;
beach, dry ............. .. . . 200 in the course of which he used the followgreen ..........
“Allow us the privilege of a small space
Hemlock Bark ...................
@4 00 ing thrilling illustration,said he: “It is
in your columns for the benefit of Its
Stave*, pork, white oak, ............
toiooo
sometimes said, ’Rum never hurts those
Staves, Tierce,
.........
12 00
readers,or at least the farmers who inHeading bolts, soft wood .........
who let it alone.’ So stand to night beHeading bolts, hardwood ........... ....... 2 75
tend sowing the Clawson wheat. It is a
Stave bolts, softwood .............. ........ 2 25 neath this waning moon, on the southfine looking variety,white in color, large,
Stave bolts, hardwood .............
westerly slopes of Mount Auburn, and
plump grain, and yields very large; but
you will see a liiile new-made grave.
Shingles, A 9
..............
that is all that can be said of It. The

“

Chicago & Michigan Laka Shore E. E.

witnessed again.— AT. 7. Sun.

riton Mills, at

to
50

H. W..

Wednesday afternoon,

on

Rev. E. P. Thwing recentlydelivered

@

VERBEEK,

The W. C. T. U. hold weekly meetings

11

..................

>

ftoatte.

and death. Fortunately for the
such terrificscenes will never be

tilence,
race,

10

Spain, Feed, Etc.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three VANDERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Wheat, white 9 bushel ...... hew
90
changes.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Corn, shelled 9 bushel ........ jl..
42
and
twine;
8th
street.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Oats, 9 bushel ................
J;..
25
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Uuckwheat, 9 bushel ........ 2..
50
Xmfactoriei,Bill*, Shops, Etc.
Bran, 9 ton ..................ji...
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pubto M 00
18 00
lished whitoutcharge for subscrlbois.
Feed, 9 ton .................
9100 ft ................
1 20
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will denote I TEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Bariev, 9 100 ft ..............F...
1 20
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- LX Agricultural Implements; commission agent
Middling,9 10b ft ............ £...
1 00
for Mowing Machines' cor. lOthARiverstreet.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Klonr,9 100 ft ................
2 37X
t£T All advertisingbills collectable quarterly. |)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Pearl Barley, 9 100 ft ......... A... 3 00 to 4 0(1
of bugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Neats, Etfljl

$aU

®. 1.

.

30
2 00

.... (&

of terror, superstiilon, crime, pain, pes-

W.

40

Honey, 9 lb ....................... <(t l.,»
Hay, 9 ton .......................
8 00 (}£
Onions, 9 bushel ................ <fy 1 00

lb

344.

“

I1UTKAU A VAN ZoEREN, New Moat

00
00
00
00
00

@
<&
&
<&

(R» .
9 lb .....................
12
.

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Lordwood, maple, dry ............
Blacksmith
green ..........

nud all kinds of repairwest of River.

Street a

mouths.

bushel ................ $ 35
.......... ........ 1 6o

$

Apples,

Reims, 9 bushel

Wool, 9
Wagonaakersand Blacksmiths.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

a

Dealers.

rpEN IIAGE, Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors,
JL Beer, Cldar, Poo, Cigars, Sardines, and keep
advance. qr of a line Pool Table, No. 60 Eighth street.

JOB I'HINTINO PBOXP1LY AND NEATLY DONE.

1

Produce. Etc.

Butter,
Clover seed, 9
Eggs, 9 dozen

near Market.

street,

Publisher.

TIBM3 or 3UB3SSIPTI0N:— JO.OOperyearln

One

i_

VTIBBELINK, J.

IN

DQESBURCr, Editor and

Livery and Sale Stable. OlHce

and barn on Market street. Everythingtlrst-

class

PUBM8IIED EVERY SATURDAY AT

0. J.

<0tu: ^litrhrtis.

---IJOONE H„

a

NO.

This apace belongs to the Woman’s revolution;society became disorganized;
Christian TemperanceUnion.
the planet was delivered over to a chaos

Llverv and Sale Stables.

lie Tiotliuul (City

51

WHOLE

21, 1878.

tory.

evils.

A countryman,fresh from the magniwill you suffer with Dyspepsia and Superstitionbecame rife; the Jews were
complaint,Constipation, and general everywhere slaughteredon suspicion of ficent woods and rough clearings, was one
debility when you can get at our store
day visitingthe owner of a beautiful seat
poisoningthe wells— twelve thousand of
Shiloh’s System Vitaiizer which we sell

Why

liver

on a

positive guarantee to cure you. these innocent people were cruelly mur-

Price 10 cts. and 75 eta. For sale

R. Meengs, H. Walsh,
and J. O. Doesburg.

Wm. Van

by. D. dered in Mentz
Putten,

alone,

many

sacrificing

in Brooklyn; and walking with him
through a

littlegrove, out of

which

all

the

themselvesin masses to avoid the fnry of underbrush had been cleared, paths hsd
the mob, and in some places being ex- been nicely cut and gravelled, and the
rocks covered with woodbine, suddenly
terminated to the last man, woman, and
child. Thousands of people died of fear; stopped, and admiring the beauty of the

“HACKMETACK” a popular and fragrant perfume. Sold by D. R. Meengs,
H. Walsh, Wm. Van Fatten and J. O. the ties of kindred were dissolved by scene, lifted up his hands and exclaimed :
Doesburg.
terror; mothers forsook their plague- “This I likejethisis Nature— with her hair

combed.”
stricken children; the worldly became
Bucklin's Arnica Salve.
rnrnlture.
monomaniacson the subject of sin; bands
A letter receivedat Washington says
finest and best Lard for family use in the
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
EYBR, H. & CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur- United States.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, of wild devotes rjamed through Europe that ex-Qov. Curtin, of Pennsylvania,has
JL niture, Cnrtaiue, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Chapped bands, Chilblains,Corns, and with crucifixes,banners, and iron-pointed gone completely over to the democratic
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
For a beautiful lot of Bleached and Un- ail kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve thongs, scourging themselves,with the party, and has a lingering hope that if the
aensral Dtslir*.
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to
idea of expiating the wickednessof the greenbackers and democrats capture the
TTAN PUTi’EN G„ General Dealers, in Dry 2)4 yards, go to Ute cheap cash store of in every case or money refnnded. Price people and appeasing heaven by their legislature that ho may be called to the
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
sufferings.Humanity underwent a total front as a senator.
Flour, Provisions, etc,; River st.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
inees.

be found at E. J.

-

1

______

_

_

__ ,

...v^

-

.....

. ..

.

'

.

.....

m

demic, the deaths number ing
and the new and lookers-on. The State Central Committee
sembl'^d at the time appointed. The exoases 136 ; the disease was rapidly spreading decided to issue ticketsof admission to the
b1»v<!8 were very shy at first, and
in the suburbs and surroundingcountry. In convention,and exclude all from the ball who
Vicksburg there ware eighty-five new oases and did not hold these pasteboards. This incensed huddled together without looking up.
twenty-three deaths. The interior towns re- the Bntler men, who looked upon it as a trick Finally, one of them glanced around,
potted no abatement of the pestilenoe.
to defeat their favorite,and. before advanced to a dark Egyptian sergeant,
daylight of the morning of . the 17th, laid her hand upon his shoulder, and he
WASHINGTON
the friends of the Essex statesman took
Gen. Jambs Longstbeet has been possession of the hall. The anti-Batieritee, accepted his connubial doom. Then all
the others chose quickly, as if they
coin missioned Revenue Agent, and assigned to finding themselves thus checkmated, appealed
to the city authoritiesfor help. The Mayor, might lose their chance. Five of the
the District of Georgia and Florida,vice Revehowever, declined to use force to clear tne men demurred, but in a short time the
nue Agent Spencer, transferredto Louisville.
hall. The $tate Committeethen held a coun- seventy women were all provided for—
A Washington* dispatch of the 13th cil of war, and decided that the only re- quite as well, perhaps, as if they had
course left them was to declare the time
inst. says: “ SecretarySherman late this afterof holding the conventionchanged. In been married in our fashion.
noon issued an order postponing execution of pursuance of this plan, Edward Avery, Chairrecent orders for exchange of silver dollars man of the committee, went to the hall and
JACK.
for the United States notes. The effect of made three or four attempts to announoe that
this order is entirelyto suspend the order the oonvention was postponedto Wednesday,
Notea of the Plague in Memphis.
of Sept. 7, providing for the exchange Bept. 25, and would be held in Fanenil Hall,
[From the Memphis Avalanche.]
of United States notes for silver dollars, Boston. He denonnoed the proceedings of
and to modify the order of Sept. the Bntlerites as revolutionary and irregulaj.
Dr. Force of Hot Springs, wears a
3, under which silver dollars were issued to any He then retired from the hall amid a feene of sponge over his nose and mouth when he
persons through the sub -treasuries in sums of uproar rarely witnessed in a political body.
goes into a sick-room.He will be sure
910.000 and its multiple in exchange for legal Gen. B. F. Butler was then nominated by
to get it
tenders. The reason assigned for this change acclamationfor Governor of the Commonwealth
The people of the country are afraid
of
Massachusetts,
of base is that the exchange of these dollars
for legal tendersin anticipation of Jan. 1 may
to send in their wagons with chickens,
FOREIGN
not be justified by law. Secretary Sherman
etc., from a fear of having their wagons
A London diapatoh of the 11th inst.
has long maintained that the Resumption act
pressed to bury their dead, and that
could uot be interpretedto authorize him to says: “England is now passing through an
their chickens will be taken without pav.
redeem in coin before Jan 1.”
era of accidentsof the most dreadful nature.
A Washington dispatch of the 16th The excitement and anguish caused by the They will be paid for everything obtained from them.
inst. says : “After the conference of Cabinet sinkingof the excursion boat PrincessAlice on
There was a touching little scene on
officerson the financialquestion here on last the Thames has not subsided to any appreciable degree, when close upon it comes the one of our streets yesterday. A kindFriday, it appears that a dispatch was sent to
news of
terrible colliery accidentin hearted lady was going to see a sick
President Hayes requestinghim to return im- Wales. The disaster occurred at Eb- friend, when she heard her name called.
mediately,in order that there might be a foil bervale Colliery, Abercarne, near NewTurning, she saw a slender girl, dressed
Cabinet meeting upon the financialsituation port, in Monmouthshire. The pit is still on
and the Maine election. The President re- fire, and the burning gas occasionallybursts in mourning, advancing toward her. As
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Tillage of Closter, N. J., nineNew York, has had a wild
panic over the death of a Memphis refugee
teen

non

Brileflfrom

YELLOW

yellow fever.

A glycerine maga*ine near Bradford,
Pa., belonging to N. B. Pulver, and containing

W

pounds of glycerine and 100 pounds of
dynamite,exploded a few days ago, and N.
B. Pulver, J. B. Bnifcholder,Andrew P. Higgins and Charley Page were blown into fragments.

THE WEST.
A special telegram from Bismarck to
the St. Paul Pionerr-Preas of the 12th inat
says: “The brotherof Senator Dorsey, who
returned from Keogh by the Custer trail today, reports that be reached Keogh about the
6th; that Gen. Miles and an excursion party
Were surroundedby Bannocks in the Yellowstone park and twenty-seven of the eecort
killed. A lot of Cheyenne Indians and two
companies of mounted infantry were sent frum
Keogh to his relief. Mrs. Miles, a daughter of

a

Gen. Sanborn, of St Paul, and other ladies are
in Miles’ party.

memoranda of two eminent physicians,
showing the immediatecauses of death
in 100 fatal cases of yellow fever, together with the days on whioh death
occurred. It will be noted that few
deaths take place before the third or
after the fifth day:
DAYS.
Causxs.

Black vomit ...........
UongeBtloD of brain .
Congestion of kidneys.
Exhaustion ...........
Convulsions ...........
.

Total

.

1 ..

3

...................4 12 30,21 16!

5 .. J

•Balapae.

The aggregate number of deaths from
each cause is given below:
Black vomit ............ 58 Exhaustion ...........7
Congestion of kidneys 22 Convulsions ......... . 2
Congestion of brain. .
Total ...................................
-....100
.

.

Of

.luj
.

J

.

--

the above ten were relapsed cases.

It can be safely stated that not over

one-half of the cases are rtported. The
Creole doctors will never declare a citse
to be yellow fever when the patient is a
native. Many prominent physicians
neglect to report. Not over seventyfive physicians, including those employed by the Howards, report their
sick, while there are over 200 now with
large clienteles in infected districts.
Hence the opinion given by experts can
be relied on, that there are nearly 7,000
cases now in the city, including convalescents, and that the average mortality
does not exceed 8 per oent. in private
practice. The mortality, however,

not and should not change out from the mouth of the ventilatingshaft. the child came nearer, the lady recogany of hia views or acts on the resumption Search parties have been able to penetrateonly nized in her the daughter of a neighbor
question ; that he should hasten to complete a few yards into the main entrance to the mine,
curred last week at GaQipolis,Ohio, a point specie payments as speedily as possible,and where they encountered eighteen dead horses who bad died the day befsre, near the
on the Ohio- river 200 miles above CincinnatL that he could not change his plans to return in the stanlos. Beyond this point the fallen city. The little girl threw her arms
timbers and the blazing woodwork and coal gas about the lady, and, sobbing, oried:
They are attributed to the tow-boat John Por- to Washingtonfor the purpose suggested."
effectually
bar the way. This disaster is the ‘‘You aren’t afraid of me, are you?”
ter, which passed up the river three weeks
The Secretary of the Treasury has ismost teinblethat has ever occurred in Wales.” “ No, mv dear,” was the soothing reply.
ago, with several cases of fever on board, and
was finally abandoned near GaUinolis, sued the seventy-first call for the redemption Persecuted Christiansin Albania are “Everybody else is,” said the poor varies greatly in the different localities.
where it had since remained, anchored in of 5-201)ond8of’65. The call is for 95,000,000—
The cleaner the streets and the more
fleeing by the thousand into Montenegro for child. “They won’t oome near me bethe river. Mach indignation was felt along 92,000,000coupon and 98,000,000 resistered—
fashionablethe quarter the greater, apAnother turn in Rushian politics is cause papa died of the fever, and we
the river that the authoritiesof Gallipolis principal and interest to be paid at the sub- refuge.
parently, is the virulence. This is a
were
with
him—
I
and
mamma.”
The
treasury
on
the
16th
of
December
and
after,
should allow such a breeder of pestilenoe to
reported, Gortschikoffhaving recovered all
severe blow to the theory that filth
remain afloat,and, to appease their wrath, the and interest to cease on that day.
his old influence with the Czar. Schouvaloff, little girl’s heart was stung by the chillGalllpoliuiBmarched doun to the river and
whose successfulcondnct of the negotiations ing repulsionwhich came to her in so breeds the disease or tends to propagate
GENERAL.
scuttled the John Porter.
it. It is a fact — which, I believe, never
which led to the Berlin congress pat him at
Northern Ohio, Western Pennsyl- “the top of the heap ” for a time, has volun- deep a sorrow.
Mb. Thomas Nally, ©Jitor of the Cairo
Negroes will not work, will not leave has been commented upon— that Vera
vania, and the lower section of Canada were tarily retired from office.
.The Egyptian obe(HI) BulMin, died of yellow fever last week.
town; but lie about and draw rations, Cruz, Mexico, is as free from filth of
visited last week bv a series of most destruc- lisk has been placed upon its pedestal on the
There were one or two other deaths from the tive rain storms. jRain fell almost incessantly Thames mbankment.
pd then get sick and become a burden any kind as it is possible for a city to
be. She has superb drainage, is thordisease in Cairo, and the panic-stricken people for three or fonrdays. It descended in furiNews of the retrogrademovement of intolerable. The fields are white with
oughly paved, has an excellent scavenimmediately began to pack np and leave the ous torrents accompanied by high winds. Rail- the Austrian forces in Bosnia has prodnoed a cotton, but not a foot will they move.
ger force, and has not a swamp or damp
road bridges were washed awav, and in some
dty. The Bulletin suspended publication, pro- instances bouses were carried off by the raging stunning effect at Vienna. The succession of They give their sick no care, and seem
spot of ground within fifty miles. Yet
to
think
they
must
be
fed
in
idleness
and
prietors, editors and employes all leaving town.
torrents and their inmates drowned. vexatious reversesencounteredby the splenshe is a hot-bed of yellow fever during
. .About ^60,000 has Men raised by the citinursed
with
the
greatest
care.
Mr.
Railroad travel
seriously im- did army which crosied the frontier a few
zens of Chicago for the relief of the sufferers
Langstaff, President of the Howards, nine months of the year. At the prespeded, and on many roads temporarily susby the yellow fever.... There was no tnuh pended. Toronto, Canada, reports that weeks ago is as surprising to the outside
world as it is depressing to the Austrian peo- was in despair. “ I can get no food for ent time in ijiis city the filthieststreets
in the report, heretoforeprinted in these colno such a visitationhas been experienced ple. The whole people of the revoltedprov- my nurses. Our men are falling every are either wholly free from taint or havtv
umns, that Gan. Miles and party had been in that vicinity since 1861. In Northern Ohio
ince does not exceed 1,000,000, while the insurrounded and massacred by Bannock Indians
day, and, if we do not drive these lazv only widely- scattered cases of a mild
the damage to crops and manufacturing estab- vading army is said to number more than 200,in the National park. The “boot was on the
people out of town, not one of us will
lishments is immense; the entire loss in Ohio 000 men.
other leg,’’as will be seen by the following
^Ifhe fever plays strange freaks. There
alone, it is estimated, will exceed 93,000,dispatch from Moomeuth springs, National
The Mussulmans of the surrounding be left ” And he expressed the awful are squares on St. Charles, Poytania^
000. In Western Pennsylvaniathe damage
truth,
not
overdrawn.
The
food
repan: “Dispatches received here from was equally serious,and in the vicinityof countrythreaten to make a descenton Erzeroum
mains and the fever feeds. The nurses, Camp, Carondelet and Magazine, all
Gen. N. A. Miles say that his com- Meadville was attended by sad loss of life. A
mand of twenty-seven soldiers and thirty-five train on the Pittsburgh and Erie road ran into and plunder the Christianswhen the Russian in two more days, cannot attend one- fashionablestreets, that have, so far,
troops leave that city. The Armenian Arch- half the sick. They must die like sheep, entirely escaped, although every inmate
Crows struck a body of fifty Bannocksnear
a floating culvert and went down, killing three
Clark’s fork of the Yellowstone, on the Wyobishop of Erzeroum has telegraphed to the
and rot where they die, if something is is nnacclimated,while the adjoining
persons.
Bix people were drowned by the sudming line, killed thirteen hostiles.and captured
British and French Ambassadorsat Constantihouses, residences of natives who have
den rising of the waters and the washing away
thirty-four men, women, and children, and 200
nople, asking that steps be taken fos the pro- not done that we cannot advise or see
of their houses,making the death-list nine in
had the fever onoe already, are heavily
ponies. Oapt Bennett, Company B, Fifth Intectionof the Christian population. ..There any way of accomplishing now.
the vicinity of Meadville, while the property
visite^ Negroes, natives and persons
fantry, was shot throogh the heart, one Eoldier
seems to be a hitch in the negotiations,inidamage is placed at 9100,000. The gale was
wounded, and one Crow killed. Three other
tiated by Germany, for joint 'action of the
A Trip Through the Plague’s Dominion. who have been through five or six epialso severe on the lakes, and a number of vesbands of hostiles, leported in the park, have
powers to compel Turkey’s acquiescencein the
demics, are not exempt this year, and
sels were driven ashore.
gone to the Wind and Rnake river countries."
stipulations of the treaty of Berlin concerning
A prominent business man, who lately all the old theories have been entirely
The September returns to the De- the rectification of the Greek frontier. En- returned to Cincinnati from a trip to subverted
....Sitting Bull, with his entire band, splendidly aimed and equipped, are reportedto partment of Agriculture at Washington give gland opposes the movement, it appears,
New Orleans, desoribes the situation in
be again on this side of the line.
while Italy hesitates abont lending it her aid,
Children of the Commune, ti4}
the average conditionof the corn crop at 92, and Bismarck Is said to have decided to defer the South as sorrowful in the extreme.
Gen. Miles has been heard from. His against 96 in August. The September reOu
the
suppression of the Commune
On the trip down, at Arkansas City,
farther action until a more urgent crisis is
officialaccount of the recent fight in the Yel. turns indicate an average of 87 in the condi- reached.
of
Paris,
among
the prisonerstaken were
the boat was not allowed to coal or land.
tion of the wheat crop, againat92 in Septemlowstone park is as follows :
500
boys
of ages averaging from 9 to 15.
Men
stood
on
the
banks
with
guns
in
Greece
is
said
to
be
taking
measures
ber, 1877. The reduction is mostly dno to disI have to report that, with a detachmentof the
asters to the spring-wheat crop in the North- preparatoryto the formationof an army of hand, threateniog to shoot if the attempt Of the many atrocities committed durTtfth Infantry and a small band «f Grow alllee, (
aorprieeda small camp of hostile Bannocks on west. A preliminary examination of the re- 100,000 men, for use in settling the frontier was made. At Memphis, which was ing the time the Communists held Paris,
Clark’s fork, west of Hert mountain,at daylight to- turn 8 of the acreage indicate that the breadth
reached as evening was approaching, a the most mischievouswere those perday. As near aa I can ascertain,there wen eleven sown in 1878 was about one-sixthgreater than question which the Berlin congress so foolishmost depressing scene was presented. petrated by these lads. "While the murly
left
unsettled.
.A
Berlin
dispatch
says
that
Indiana killed,ihlrty-one captured ; also 200 bead in 1877. This sill more than compensate the
of horse*, mules and ponies captured. From the loss from decline in condition, and may proba- Emperor William is desirous of resuming the Not a dog, not a mule, not a negro could ders and incendiarismswere perpetrated
prisonersI learn that a few lodges have gone to bly bring up the yield to the popular estimate reins of Government next month.
be seen. The houses did not seem to by men daring an attack of political
Washakie'S camp of Shoshones. Cspt. Bennett, of
fury, the assassinationscommitted by
of 400,000,000bushels.
.John
Riley and a man
The
Fenian
prisoners,
Condon
and
l: e inhabited;from no chimney could be
the Fifth Infantry, Grow Interpreter Roque Barcome, and one Crow warrior, were killed. Private unknown fought a duel with revolvers in the Melody, were discharged from Portland prison, seen smoke ascending, and every place these boys were done solely out of a
Mcitee,company G, Fifth Infantry, was wounded. Catholic cemetery, at San Francisco. They
spirit of cruelty and mischief. The
The Bannocks endeavored to excite the Crows to began shooting at ten paces, and advanced, in England, the other day, and immediately seemed deserted. Vicksburg was almost
as bad as Memphis. Terror reigned all Government, not liking to treat these
hostility,but I have turned the latter against firing till they closed, when the unknown sailed for Amepoa.
Nxlsoh A. Miles.
placed his pistol against Riley’s bodv, inflicting
along the Mississippi If the boat had lads as politicalcriminals, sent them to
freight for any town, it was taken on to the reformatoryat Rouen, and shortly
The regular weekly robbery of “ the a dangerous wound. Riley was taken to the
Guillotined.
city and received at the hospital for medical
New Orleans, the inhabitantsrefusing to afterward two eminent physicians were
coach from Deadwood” occurred the other treatment.He refused to divnige the name
The
two
condemned
murderers
of
receive
it At New Orleans things looked requested to visit them, and report on
night near Hat creek, Wyoming. The usual of his antagonistor seconds in the affair.
Madame
Gillet, Barre and Lebiez, were much better. Men were at work on the their mental and physical condition.
monotony was varied, however, by a fight beThe fifty-fourth animal communicaThey found out of the 500 youths, 337
tween the messengersand bandits. “While tion of the Grand Lodge of the Independent recently guillotined in Paris. Generally levee, the business houses were open,
were
of very delicate physical form and
the
time
fixed
for
an
execution,
says
an
but
little
or
no
business
was
transacted.
the robbers were engaged in going throngh
the pockets of the two passengers and the Order of Odd Fellows of the United States was account of the affair, is kept a profound
The return trip was made by rail At stunted growth. They were among the
mail sacks the two messengers,who were held last week in Baltimore.The official re- secret up to the last moment, not only Grenada not a white man was visible- most misohievons of the whole, and all
riding about 200 yards in the rear of ports show an increase in the number of lodges
children of drunken mothers.— Goo
only a few negroes.
the ootch, came up, dismounted,and crept since the last meeting, but, for the first time to the condemned, but to the public,
Words.
in
five
years,
the
membership
and
revenues
of
but,
by
some
means,
a
rumor
that
an
exAt
Holly
Springs
about
200
came
np within fifteen yards of the robbers,
when they were commanded to halt, and fired the order show a decline.
ecution would take place on or abont this aboard. Yellow fever had broken out
THE MARKET*.
upon. The fire was returned,and one of the
The Canadian Parliamentary elections day had been circulated, and a careful the night before. The scenes at the
robbers fell dead. The others retreated to a
came off last week. A Toronto dispatch says watch had been maintained on the prison depot were heartrending.Wives were
NEW YORK.
gulch, keeping np a steady tire on the messengers, who retnrnefl it, hot dare not leave their the result “ is the complete defeat of the Gov- by those interested in selling seats in leaving husbands, and mothers leaving Bxkvjcs ........................... (6 25 @10 00
4 40 @ 4 60
position. The coach meantime had driven on, ernment, and is as great a surprise to the Con- the houses which command a view of the sons, bidding them farewell perhaps for- Hogs ...............................
OOTTOH ............................ 11*
11*
and, after waiting some time, and seeing that servatives as it is mortifyingto the Ministerial- execution,Before daylight it was seen ever. At one place a mother with three
Ftoim— Superfine .................3 00 @ 8 75
thev were not strong enough to dislodge the ists. Messrs. Cartwright, Jones and Coffin, that the guillotine had arrived, and that children got on the train. Her husband Whxat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 1 07 @ 1 08
robbers, the messengers mounted their horses Cabinet Ministers, have been defeated,while
WesternMixed .............42
51
workmen were putting it up. In an in- had died half an hour previous, and be- Cobh—
and rejoined the coach, leavingthe mail sacks Sir John A. Macdonald, who will probably be
Oats— Mixed.... ..................
24
33*
60
lying in the road near the body of the dead called upon to form a new Government,has credibly short time the news had been fore his death he had made her promise Rtb— Western ...................... 69
0 60
robber. The messengersare confident that been defeated for Kingston,which constituency sent to cafes and restaurants on the to leave on the next train to save the Pobk— Mess .......................9 25
7*
two of the robbers who got away are badlv he has represented for the past thirty years. boulevards and other places, and an im- lives of herself and their children. She Labd .............. ......... .... 7
CHICAGO.
wounded.”
He will have no difficulty,however, in obtain- mense crowd was soon gathered. Some left her husband unooffined, nnburied.
Bbktxs— Choice Graded Steers.... 6 00 @6 25
ing another seat."
' THE SOUTH.
Choice Natives ........... 4 25 @490
of the spectators had engaged . their
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 60 @ 8 25
POLITICAL.
places davs before, on condition that Interesting Medical StatementsRegarding
A Depot y United States Marshal and
Batchers’ Steers ......... 3 00 @ 3 50
the Bpldemie In New Orleans.
Medium to Fair .......... 3 75 @4 25
posse attempted,the other day, to arrest two
The MassachufiettsProhibitionists they should be notified when to attend.
Roos— Lire ........................2 75 @ 4 50
young men of Baldwyn county, Ga., named have nominated Rev. Dr. Miner for Governor. Shortly before daylight the condemned A medical correspondent at New Or- Flodb— Fancy White Winter ....... 4 75 @ 5 25
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 75 @ 6 00
were informed that their hour had come. leans says that the physicians of that
Ennis, for illicit distilling, a desperate fight
. .The Stale Convention of the Independent
Whxat— No. 2 Spring—New ........ 86
87
The
jailer,
accompanied
by
the
priest,
city
are
all
at
sea
regarding
the
nature
ensued. One of the posse was mortally and
No. 8 Spring ..............77
78
Greenback
party
of
Massachusetts
met
at
Bosone of than severely wounded.
entered their cells, and each of the men and proper treatment of the peculiarva- Cobh-No.2 .......................
36
87
ton on the llih inst., nearly a thousand dele*
21
The deaths from yellow fever in New gates being present. Gen. Butler was nomi- was left alone for five minutes with the riety of yellow fever now prevailing in Oats— No. 2. ....................... 20
Bix— No. 2 ........................ 44
45
priest
The
executioner
and
assistant
that
city.
The
correspondent
writes:
Orleans,on the 11th of September, numbered nated for Governor by a rising vote. . .Dr. E.
Bablit— No. 2— New .............. 1 04 @ l 05
M. Wright, of Chattanooga, has been nomina- then appeared. The shirt-collarsof the
23
The oomplication with malarial fever Buttxb—Choice Creamery......... 21
90; new cases, 253. Business was almost en13
14
ted by the RepublicanState Committee of condemned were cut off and their Ijair is a new form, and one that calls forth Egos— Fresh. ......................
tirely suspended, and it was estimated that Tennessee as the Republican candidate for
POBK-Mese ........................
8 40 @ 8 61*
rudelv
shortened,
their
arms
pinioned,
the utmost skill of the phTsidan. The Labd ..............................
6*
there were over 50,000 unemployed people in Governor.
MILWAUKEE.
and they were hurried toward the door, patient is first seized with malarialrethe dty. At Memphis there was no abatement
The New Hampshire Democrats held
.....................1 00 @ 1 10
of the plague.
dispatch from that
in front of which the guillotine stood. mittent fever, continues in that state for Whxat— No.
No. 2— New ............... 92
98
city says:
have at this date their State Conventionat Concord last week. These movements were all executed with three or four days, then is visited by Oobw— So.
.......................
41
42
8,500 sick to provide for and 10,000 well people The Hon. Frank A. McKeon was nomi19
20
such rapidity and precisionthat neither yellow fever, which, in turn, will run a OATS-No. .......................
to feed. The average increaseof cases is 100, nated for Governor by acclamation. Hadley
Bt»— No. ......................... 44
45
and the average deaths 100 per day. There B. Fowler, David H. Young, and E. R. Peter- of the men had time to speak, scarcely course of from seventy-two to ninety
ST LOUIb.
are no signs of abatement of the fever, though son were nominated for Railroad Commission- to think. As the door spuing open and hours, leaving him so weak that recov84
Whxat— No. 8 Bed Fall ............ 83
the weather has turned cold, and we have ers, also by acclamation.
the men caught sight of the guillotine ery is extremely doubtful Again, the
84
86
hopes that the back of the epidemic has been
20
2IM
The Louisiana Republican Conven- they recoiled. The great crowd gave primary symptoms will be those of yelbroken." At Vicksburg there were 31 deaths,
43
44
forth
hoarse
murmurs.
The
executioner
low
fever,
but
no
sooner
has
that
malady
a slight decrease. There was also a decrease tion was called to meet In New Orleans on the
Foxx— Mesa...i....................9 00 @ 9 37*
was marvelously rapid in his movement run its course than a secondary fever of Labd ..............................
in the number of new cases. In the other
7
16th inst. A quorum failing to pat in an aptowns of the South where the pestilenoe had pearance,the delegates adjourned subject to In an instant Bane was thrust forward remittent type sets in, sometimes as- Hogs ............................. 3 25 @ 4 00
2 65 @ 4 50
Oattlx ............................
found a lodgmentthere was no improvement call
against the upright of the guillotine, suming the typhoid form. In the forCINCINNATI.
The numljer of deaths from yellow
60
The DemocraticState Convention for and strapped to it The plank was mer cases congestion of the brain, black Whxat— Bed. ...................... 85
Ooxh .............................. 41 @. 42*
faver in New Orleans on the 18th was 58 ; new Connecticut assembledat New Haven on the thrown forward, the knife fell, and his vomit, or ooma, are apt to supervene
26
Oat»— New ...........
......... 20
head tumbled into the basket The ex- with fatal effect; in the latter, the ten- Rtx, ............................... 50
62
eases, 228. At Memphis there were 208 new
17th inst, and nominated all the present State
9
60
ease and 93 deaths. The disease had assumed officers for re-election.F. D. Loomis, how- ecution of Lebiez was equally quick, dency is to run to congestion of the kid- Pobk— Mess........................
.............. 6*@^ 8*
and
all
was
over
in
less
than
three
mina mild fora, and yielded more readily to treat- ever, declined to be ran again for Lieutenant
neys, or else a stage of exhaustion, in
TOLEDO.
ment. Vicksburg reported 81 deaths; the Governor, and Charles Durant was substituted. utes.
1 01 @ 1 03
whioh the sufferer rapidly sinks.
96
....The Oregon Legislature has chosen J.
No. 3 Red.... ............. 96
The fatal days are considered to be
41
44
H. Slater, a hard-money Democrat,as
The two rooms occupied by Voltaire third, fifth, seventh and ninth, the dan21
22
a successor of J. H. Mitchell in the
DETROIT.
towns in the interior, there was littleor no United States Senate. Slater, it is in his ohateau, at Femey, have been ger decreasing in geometric proportion.
5 00 @5 10
abatement of the epidemic.
said, “is nothi sympathywith inflation; ad- kept lovinglyand reverentlyas he left After the ninth day the patient is con102 @103
vocates
the
sobstitation
of
legal-tender
for
them.
His
little
sleeping
apartment,
No. limber .............. M
95
sidered to be out of all danger, save that
Thebe were 73 deaths from yellow
national-banknotes ; opposes fiat money, and with its truckle bed, and its walls hung
*2
43
of a relapse, whioh is certain to follow
fever in New Orleans on the 16th inst; new
24
aa
Oats—
Mixed.
••••••••••
demands that the currency shall be on coin round with portraits—among them Mileven the slightest imprudencein diet or Bablxt (per cental) ................I 00 @ 2 2&
oases, 108; total deaths in the city fo* the pre- bask.”
...
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ton and Newton— is exactly the same aa exercise, and is sure death.
ceding seven days, 703, of which 632 were
EAST LIBERTY, PA. '
The Democratic State Convention of when be died there a century ago. UnThe
sallowness,
from
whioh
this
dismales, 71 females, 261 obildren under 10 years
Cattm Beet ......... ............4 75 @ 8 00
Massachusetts was called to meet at Worcester chipped, too, by Cook’s tourists’ knives,
Fair ......................
4 50 @ 4 60
ease derives its name, does not this year
of age; of the desth>*. 501 were from yellow
Common ............... 8 60 @ 4 25
fever; 472 were white and 29 ooloied. At on the 17th of September, and, by the evening is still the black sarcophagus in which appear in more than one case in five.
Hoof ...............................
3 70 @ 4 CO
Memphis there was no decrease of the epi- of the 16tb, the town was filled with delegates his heart is interned.
Below is a table, compiled from the
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BE ADIS

beyond the night and the
storm, cheers his soul as he presses on
to the golden gates. Oh, brothers, we
are descended from God, we are immortal, and we shall be satisfied when we
awake in His image.
We cannot dose these reflectionswithout thinkingof the darkness, the deformity, the obscurationsof sin. How have
appetite, and passion, and falsehood, and
hatred, and all evil marred the beauty
of God's image in man, and shut out or
clouded the glory of His image. But,
even in all this, He loves His children
still, and by all Hie patience, and longing, and tears, and sufferingsof love,
seeks to lift us up, to wash away our
stains, to find us in our wanderings, to
save us from our sins, and to welcome us
home at last.— Aermon by Rev. H. W.
Thomas, of Chicago.

of a sweet day

(9.

Harvest.

i

Sweet, sweet, sweet)
Is the wind's uong,
Aitlr in the rippled whest
All dsy long.
It hsth the brook’s wild gsyety,
The sorrowful cry of the sea.
Oh, bush and hear,
Sweet, sweet and dear,
Above the locust whirr

And hum

of

bee,

Rlsee that soft, patheticharmony.

%

_
„

In the meadow grass

The innocentwhite daisies blow
The dandelion doth pass
Vaguely to and fro—
The unquiet spirit of a flower
That hath too brief an hour.

;

Now

doth a littledoud, all white
In golden light,
Drift down the warm blue sky ;
And now on the horizon line,

Where dusky woodlandslie,
A sunny mist doth shine,
Like to a veil before a holy shrine,
Concealing,
Half revealing,
Things divine.
Sweet, sweet, sweet
Is the wind’s song,
Astir in the rippled wheat
All day long.
That exquisite music calls)
The reaper everywhere—
Life and death mnst share
The golden harvest falls.
80 doth all

:

end—

Honored philosophy,
Science, and art,
The bloom of the heart

;

Master, Consoler, Friend.
Make Thou the harvest of our days
To fall within Thy ways!

Domestic Monthly.

Man In the Image of God.
Now let us look into the nature and
character of man and see if we find in
him a likeness or resemblance to these

THE HBEAT FLAUUK
How

IN

LONOON.

the Metropolis Wa* Scourged by the
Plague.

The authorities agree that the first
heard of the Great Plague was in Holland in September, 1664, whither it had
been imported from Turkey. About the

beginning of December of the same
year, two Frenchmen, living in Drury

Lane

parish, died of the disease. Investigationsthat were afterward set on
foot showed that it had been brought
over from Holland in a vessel Some of
the goods had been stowed away in this
quarter of the ci*y, and the first two
victims lived in the house where the

and five times as many# the latter,”
were killed in pursuant# of a iWty decree. The river’s waten? became polluted, and dead bodies floated on ita surface. For about nine week* together
the deaths numbered nearly a thousand
a day. De Foe, in his graphic picture,
says: “As the desolation was greater
during those terrible times, so the
amazement of the people increased, and
many unaccountable things they would
do in the violence of their fright, as others did in the agonies of their distemper,
and this part was very affecting. Some
went roaring and crying, and wringing
their hands, along the streets. Some
would go praying and liftingtheir hands
to heaven, calling upon God for mercy.”
Many tried to escape from the city, only
to be driven back by those outside the
town who feared the danger of con-

Henderson ; Irvington, E.
•ton and Baltimore,F. 8.

; JohnKalamasoo,
te; Bar-

Tanner

Tuthlll;
»y,

Omtemo, P. H.
Tallman : ParkoviUe.W.

H. O. Lawrence

Brady; Otsego, J. B.

goods were held. The astrologers, at
whom was the remarkable
William Lilly, had been predictingpestilence, and the approach of other
troubles. A comet had appeared, psle
The Church Spire*.
in color and shadowy in outline. This ^here is one well- authenticated case
Seeing, in a certain town, the church
had been interpreted by the almanac- where a man sick with the plague esspires mounting almost to the clouds,
makers as a direful portent, and Lilly caped from his keepers,and, running to
Gotthold began to wonder that oui forehad foretold that when the Plague at- the river, jumped in. He swam across,
fathers had expended so much industry
tacked the city there would be *' neither and there landing, and being pursued by
and wealth upon an object which seems
buriers for the dead, nor sound to care citizens on the other side, jumped again
to ministerto nothii g but superfluous
for the sick.” Though the timee were into the Thames and swam back, wnen
pomp and outward phow. After some
superstitious,the gloomy prognostica- he was through with this hydropathic
reflection, however, he remarked that
tions of these seers did not at first alarm treatment he was free from the plague,
their intentions were no doubt good,
“ the cold of the water having abated the
thepeople.
and their object praiseworthy. Does
The population of London at that fever of the blood.”
not such a tall and stately spire seem
We are outrunning the due limits of
time was about 200,000. Let this be
like a giant finger pointing upward
borne in mind, as the events of that an article. There is only room to put
There can be no doubt our worthy anmemorable summer of 1665 are recalled. down the record of deaths in September,
cestors meant that every church should
The deaths from the disease, as well as the most fatal month of all:
direct our eyes to heaven, and thereby
MlgUlt M-29 ..................................
7,49fl
from other causes, continued to increase. Aagnit
»— September ......................
8,261
admonish us that the doctrine preached
When the mortality in St. Giles parish September 6-12 ..........................
in the sanctuary below is the only way
8,397
and in Drury Lane had increased from September 12-19 ..............................
September 19-26 .........................,.,.6,4fl0
to the mansions above. As often, then,
16 or 17 to 23 and 25, and the weekly
A physician of the time said in a book
as we see such a spire, let us recollect
bills of the city from 291 on the 27th
he published m Latin that, one night
that here we have no continuing city,
of December to 474 on the 24th of Januin September, in the week ending the
but must seek one to come. — Gotthold's
ary, then, indeed, the attention of the
18th, there were 4,000 deaths. The
Emblems.
city was arrested. The symptoms of the
total number of deaths from August 8
disease were a dull headache, restless“ Go to the Ant.,,
to October 10 was 59,918, of whom
Sir John Lubbock described life and ness, chills and vertigo, eyes red and 49,605 died of the plague alone. De
manners among the ants in his usual muddy, tongue coated, and skin hot and Foe estimates that there were 100,000
vein at the recent meeting of the British dry. But the immediate and visible persons who died in that great epidemic.
Association. The Echo, in its recent tokens of the presence of the plague By December the disease had abated,
synopsis of his speech, represents him were gangrenous spots or mortified the total deaths that month being less
as the owner and proprietorof thirty fleeh, in small knobs, “as broad,” in than 1,000. The next year came the
species, wfiioh are kept in confinement. the words of De Foe, “ as a little silver
the head of

A

?

Hamberger ; Dboalur, J. W. H. Carlisle : Dsyton, W. L. Jakewaje : Edwardaburg,J. M.
Robinson ; Keeler and Silver Creek, G. 0. ElUott; Lawrence and Hartford, F. I. Bell;
Lawton, 8. C. Woodard; Marcellas, J. N.
Dayton ; Mattewan, |T. G. Boynton ; Niles, H.
a I’ock ; New Bafftlo, L Wilson ; Pipestown,
A. N. Eldred ; Poksgon, L. T. George ; Paw
Paw, G. 8. Birnes ; 8t Joseph, Ira Wightman:
Vandalia,J. White.
GRAND 1APIDS DISTRICT.
W. J. Aldrich, P. E.; Ada, to be supplied;
Berlin, to be supplied; Byron Center, E. V.
Armstrong;Coo pern? die, N. D. Mable; Cazeao via, M. D. Ter will ijer; Carman, G. L. Cole;
Odar Springo,J. A Sprague;Caledonia, J.
fflDso;. Grand Rapids (Division street),D. F.
Barnes; Grand Rapids (East street),A. D. Newton-,. Grand Haven. J. P. Force; GrandvlHe, O.
B. Whitmore: Holland, W. M. OopUn; Hastings^ Barter; Irving, J. J. McAllister;Lament, C. H. Howe; Molins. T. dark; Middleville, E. Wiglc; Muskegon,D’. Engle: Newaygo.
M. Al. Gfeleys Ravenna, G. T. Newcomb; Mockford, W. Gardner; Hparta, D. It Latham;
Spring Lake, J. A. Barnee; Second Street, J.
w. Robinson;Ventura, A J. Wiggins;Wayland, T. J. Spencer.
IONIA DIHTBMTv
R. C. Crawford, P. E. ; Browne, D. W. Pkr-

!

5

_

ville, J.

W.

B«id ; Greenville Oirouit, JL

W.

Hollenbeck;Hubbarditown, H. D. Jordan;
Ionia, E. Cooley,Jr.; Lake view, C. T. Yan Antwerp ; Lowell. N. Bray ; Lyon*;.Di 8. Maviland ; Millbrook,Y. P. Welch ; Orleans, W. W.
: Orange, A J. Wheeler
Palo, ML J>,
Portland,G. L. Haight ;• Pewamo and
Muir, to bo eupphed ; Sheridan r D. O. Rrihl;
Stanton, B. S. Mille : Saranac, G. G. Hollister ;
Vergennes, H. Bathnck ; Woodland, J. Roberts.
LAN KING DISTRICT.
F. B. Bangs,
Alma, Beyder and Breekenridge, J. F. Wallace; Bath, to be supplied;
Chester,B. Nelson; Charlotte,W. Doust; Cen-

Bronson
Canell

;

things that we say belong to the Divine.
Let us begin with the fact of personality; that strange something by which
it is given each one to feel that he has a
conscious selfhood or identity; that he
tral Chi '
vis not and can not be another; that he is
Eaton
MdEwen: _____ _____ ,
,
himself,and as such, though related to
Ledge, B. 8. Pratt i Ithaca, J. K Cadwell;
other things, is yet so differentialthat
Leslie, W. J. Swift; Maple Rapids, S. Kitsmllhe is not these other things. In this,
let; Mason, W. Riley; Grid, G. W. Sherman;
in our measure, we are like the Divine,
Okemos, B.. W. Smith;
South; Onondaga, A T. Gray;
t’ottersvillo,
i, M. Knapp;
Kn
St. Johns, J. Hamiland like Him, in our finite degree, we
great lire.
ais, 8,
ton; St. Louis,
S, L.
L. Hamilton;
_________ Victor, J. Hills;
clothe ourselves about with our little
penny,
and
hard
as
a piece of callous
Some of these specimens he has been
YermontviUo, F. J. Freeman.
world. Take as another fact our cawatching for four years, and, as they bone.”
BIG RAPID# DISTRICT.
MICHIGAN
ITEMS.
pacity for knowledge. True it is limitAfter the middle of January the disA J. Russell, P. £.; Aitna, A B. Jenkins,
were bred in the previous year, they are
ed; we know only in part, and yet we
Potter; Beozonia. to bo supplied;Big Rapids,
now five years old. They resemble hu- ease began to abate. The weekly morOnu man at Alpena caught three tons 0. L. Barnhart; Clare, W. fl. Ware; Crystal,
know certainly; our consciousnessis not
man
beings in many social aspects. tality bills ran lower, and hopes were of fish last month.
L. M. Bennett; Rush ville, A Bearles; Heart,
a lie. Our being is a fact, and of this
There were, for example, slave- making entertained that the city had passed
we are certain. Our minds are made for
Three men of Howard City quarreled W. Barrett;Fremont, N. Saunders: Grant, to
through
the
worst
of the visitation. The
ants, which, m one case at least, were
be supplied; Hart, J. H. Thomas; Hesperia,J.
truth, and we actually and certainly perabout a woman, and one of them, John
0. Floyd; Howard City, J. F. MoKinrley; lev
entirely dependent on their slaves, and weather in May, 1665, was fine and
ceive and know truth — not exhaustively,
Haley, got stabbed in tho leg very seri- bella Indian Mission,J. Robinson: Lndington,
would perish even in the midst of plenty beautiful. No rain fell for many days.
but still truth as far as we can go. And
J. M. Aiken; Manistee, A A. Itolfe; Monmt
Then the plague gathered new and ter- ously.
if left to themselves. He had kept some
Pleasant,J. A. Bready; Morley, G. L. Mount;
in this we are like the Divine. Truth to
rible
streogth.
The
deaths,
in
St
A
Kalamazoo
checker
player
who
of these ants, however, alive for months
Pentwater.J. K. Stark; Pierson. E. 8. Holmes;
us is truth to God. A mathematical
by giving them a slave for an hour a day Giles, ran up from 20 to 53 a week, and claims to be the ohompion of the State, Riverton,J. W. Smith; Reed City, J. Turner;
axiom is, I suppose, the same to God
portions of the city that had before es- was beaten the other day by a strolling Riverton Indian Mission,J. H. Fry; Shelby. W.
to clean and feed them. He found in
that it is to us. The same thing will apLamport; Twin Lake, J. Beacon; Whitehall
the different species various conditions caped began to be invaded. Then en- book-keeper.
pear when we study the moral qualities.
sued
the
first
panic.
Thousands
left
the
of life curiouslyanswering to the earlier
Last year Mr. J. F. Burgess, of and Montague, L. W. Earl
There is in man not only the capacity
GRAND TRAVBBSP. DISTRICT.
stages of human progress. Some spe- city. So great was the demand for Leoni, Jackson county, gave the inmates
A P. Moors, P. E.; Almira Indian Mission,
for knowledge, and the certainty of
means
of conveyance that De Foe relates
cies lived principallyon the produce of
of the State prison 1,000 watermelons. J. N. Staley; Boyne, W. Heath; Bear Lake, 8.
truth, but there is the sense of obligathe chase, and they probably retained that men who tried to find a horse could This year he repeated the gift.
Steele; Boardman,J. A. Weyant; Cadillac Cirtion to truth, a feeling that he should be
cuit, E. F. Newell; Cadillac. W. R. Stinoboomb;
le habits once common to all ants, obtain none.
Frederick
Galloff,
farmer
In
the
truthful, and in this he is like his
By this time the city officials had be- suburban village of Springwells,near Cheboygan River, W. H. Burkholder:,Charle’hey resemble the lower race of men,
Maker, who, from His own nature is
Indian Mission,P. H. Whitman; Cheboywho subsist mainly by hunting. They come thoroughly alarmed. Ordinances Detroit, bung Inmaelf in hie own grove voix
gan, A. P. Morrison; Elk Rapids, J. W. Borgeternally obligated and bound to truth
were
passed
forbidding
games,
plays,
ranted singly, and their battles were
as a principle. And this principle in single combats, like those of man in his bear-baitings,singing of ballads and the other night His domestio relations dorf: Frankfort,W. 8. Sly; Glen Arbor, W. 8.
man is in his measure the same— the early history. Another species might tippling houses. In May, too, on a cer- were unhappy.
'tame in kind, differing only in degree—
The Democratic Congressional Con- erse, VI. u. xiuiuiug; omnium, m. niuiuoj ,
>6 compared to the pastoral stage of tain night, thousands of bonfires were
that it is in God. Take the sentiment
vention of the Seventh district has ap- Manoelonia and Kalkaska, O. B. Golden; Monraman progress,to the race that live on started all through tho city, on a preconand the principleof justice in man. The
pointed William T. Mitchell to fill the roe Center, G. S. Hicks; Norwood, H. B. Blake;
he produce of their flocks and herds. certed signal. A well-known enthusiast,
feeling that the rights of others should be
vacancy in the place of O’Brien J. At- Northport, J. Greenstead;Nortbport Indian
Their communities were more numerous, Solomon Eagle, denounced the effort in
Mission, J. Greeustead ; Old Mission, to be
sacredly respected,that no one should
kinson, wh# declined the nomination for supplied ; Petoskoy, W. L. Tilden ; Petoskey
they acted more in concert, their battles the name of the Lord, and declared that,
be wronged or defrauded, that we owe
^
Indian Mission, W. L. Tilden; 8onth Arm, to
were no more single combats, but they though the rains had been withheld for
justice to each human being, and that
be supplied;Sponoer Creek, A Bosh: Sherman,
Bay
City
Tribune:
The
Ogemaw
mew how to act in combination. Sir weeks, they would fall to the confusion
O. G. Whitman; Traverse City, M. M. Oalien;
we do wrong when we withhold that jusLumber
Company
have
recently
cut
up
of
the
wicked
city
that
was
trying
to
John’s opinion was that they would
Williamsburg,L. Dodds.
tice; this in us is the same in our measgradually exterminate the hunting spe- escape the judgment of Jehovah, Sure a large tree into lumber. The tree made
ure as that broader, deeper, and higher
cies, just as savages disappeared before enough, copious showers did fall, and 17 logs, measuring in length 16 feet.
sentiment that dwells in the Divine naBUSINESS NOTES.
the pestilence gained
strength The butt log made 2,500 feet of lumber,
more advanced races.
ture.
thereafter. Then it was resolved that and the second log 1,900 feet.
Or let us study the Divine love; that
The Children of Israel.
The bay crop of this season is worth
infected houses should 1 be dosed for a
John Sauer, an unmarried and inwhich seems most central and prominent According to the latest statisticsthat
$250,000,000
to the farmers at home.
month, with all those living in them. temperate man, about 25 years old,
in God. We know the nresence of this have been gathered there are, in round
The agricultural fairs throughout the
This order was odious to many, and to while intoxicated,lay down on the
sentiment in our own hearts from our numbers, 8,000,000 of Jews in the
avoid it they kept from the officers the track of the Grand Rapids and Indiana West have this year been somewhat more
experiences of the love of country and world, who are thus divided: United
knowledge that their houses were af- railroad near Morley, the other night, numerous than usual, and have been
place, and friends and family, and home. States, 73,265; Great Britain and Irefected. But watchmen went about, knd and was instantly killed by a freight more successful than ever, both in the
We know it as a sense of delight, of sat- land, 42,000; Italy, 25,000; France,
those who evaded the law were subjected train, which ran over him and com- quantity and quality of the products
isfaction, as a feeling of drawing, of 49,439; German empire, 512,158; Netherto a heavy fine. Over the doors of in- pletely severed his head from his body. exhibited and in the number of people
yearning, of out-pouringof self for lands (Holland),68,003; Austria, 1,600,»
fected houses were written in red ink
The Workingwomen’s Home in De- in attendance.
others, or for some principle that we 000; Russia in Europe, 2,612,179;Turthe words, “The Lord have mercy upon
troit
accommodatestwenty- five boarders
The forthcoming InternationalDairy
cherish as sabred. This principle of key, 150,000; Roumania, 247,424; Mous,” and a watchman was stationed at the
and furnishes board at $2.50 per week. Fair is not only to be an exhibition of
love finds its fullness in God; it finds its rocco, 340,000; Denmark, Belgium,
door to prevent all ingress and egress,
It also, as fkr as possible, suppliesap- dairy products, but is to embrace a full
expression in the forms and worlds witn Sweden, Switzerland,Canada have comexcept the doctor and nurse. Once a plicants for work with situations gratushow of the finest breeds of dairy cattle,
which He has clothed His wisdom and paratively few Jews— they number there
mob, enraged at the closing of the itously, and it has from forty to sixty lilmore’s garden, in New York, would
power, and in the beings, human and from 1,500 to 7,000— while Asia has
houses, ran about the streets knocking
applications per month. People who be an excellent place for holding the
angelic, that He has called into conscious 2,138,000. Most persons will be surdpen the doors and letting out the sufobtain help through the agency are air.
existence, and made capable of com- prised at the statement that there ore
erers to spread the pestilenceanew.
charged a triflingsum.
munion with Himself. It finds its full- less than 73,000 Jews in the country,
The earnings of twenty of the princiThe death-rate grew. In the week
est illustration in Jesus Christ, j?ho is which is generallysupposed to contain a
The Michigan Annual Conference of pal Western railroads for the month of
ending
July
18
the
deaths
numbered
the express image of God, who is God great many more. Some reports make
the Methodist Episcopal church met for August, amount to $5,849,645as against
761. 1 The sweating treatment was tho
to us, God manifested in human form. the number as high as 150, 000; but this
its forty-third session in the city of $5,701,347for the same month last year,
Jesus Christ is the expression of God’s ispn^bablyan exaggeration. The sta- one generallyresorted to, but only four Three Rivers, Bishop Jesse T. Peck, of an increase of $148,296.The earnings
love to a world in darkness and sin, com- tistics given here are said to be as trust- or five out of a hundred attacks were Syracuse, N. Y.. being in the chair.
of the same twenty roads for the first
,ved. August came, and the mortality
ing to seek and to save that which was worthy as can be had at present,though
The business of the first three days con- eight months of, this year were $40,766,*
lost. And in this sentiment do we find no published figures can be wholly de- was greater than ever. It grew to be sisted wholly of the confirmationof the 633 against $36,997,773for the same pethe image of God in man, reflected in pended on, as the Jews are scattered all impossible to bury all the dead. A pit committees appointed at the last confer- riod last year, an increase of $3,768,860.
the suffering love of mothers for their over the globe, and in many places was dug forty feet long, fifteen or six- ence, the reading of reports and other
The accountsof the fall trade throughchildren, in the love of home, in thetove where such a thing as a census has never teen broad, and1 twenty feet deep. Into routine business. The appointments
out the Northwest oontinue to be satieof country, in' the sacrifioes that are been taken. The Jewish population of his the bodies were tumbled, rich and for next year are as follows :
together, and often in such haste
actory. In Minnesota the trade has
made tor principles,in the hardships the world is loosely reckoned at from
ALBION DISTRICT. ...
hat
not even a handful of earth .was
been the largest ever known, with two
that are gladly endured to relieve the 3,500,000 to 15,000,000— a very broad
J. Taylor, P. E. ; Albion, H. F. Spencer
brown upon the remains. The little Battle Greek, A. A. Knappen ; Bellevue, a 8. exceptions. The purchases for Kansas,
sufferings of others. Oh 1 what sublime margin surely — but there is reason to
examples have shown out aU along believe that 8,000,000 is pretty near the child and the old man lay in the charnel- Fox ; Concord, E. M»ble ; Homer, E. L. Kel- Nebraska, Texas, Missouri, Michigan
; Hanover, Levi Farr; Jackson, 8. H. and Wisconamhave been large. As soon
through tho darkness of this world’s his- truth. The two countries where Jews house side by side. Instances were
nuureth ; Litchfield, N. Fawett; Liberty. J.
Imown
where
friends,
wild
with
grief
at
a* the yellow fever is over there will be
tory; examples of patriots,of philan- are scarcest are Spain and Scotland.
Beebart; Leroy. E. D. Young ; Marshak,
the loss of loved ones, threw themselves
thropists, of martyrs for the truth, and
Hunaberger ; Marengo, W. E, Perrine; a great demand from the South tor all
What Is Done With Buttermilk.
into the pit, and were buried by the Moshervfile,E. D. Bayeon ; NashviUe, N.^L. kinds of goods.
of those who, like the beautiful Mattie
ckway
Olivet, P. J. Mavelty; Three RivA young lady from the city, boarding side of those who had “ifiiwdy* passed "Broc
Stephenson, who laid down her own fair
The total receipts of stock at the
.ers, A J. Eldred; Vicksburg, J. Boynton;
young life in ministering to the sufferers for the summer at a farm-houseon the
Union
Stock Yards, Chicago, for the
Waukesha, Wm. M. Ball
from the fever in Memphis a few years borders of Delaware county, visited the
last twelve years, were 7,866,656 head
NILES DISTRICT.
ago, and the many priests and nuns, dairy attached, and watched the country
A B. Boggs, P. E.; Buchanan, H. Worthing- of cattle, 34,094,978 hogs, 8,700,000
Protestantsand Jews, harlots and pub- maid in her toil with marked attention. went about the streets infectingthose ton ; Bridgeman, J. R. Skinner ; Benton Har- sheep and 92,700 horses/ The value Cl
“ Your task is a laborious one?” she whom they met. A young man kissed bor, E. R. Whitman ; Bangor, E. H. Sparling; the stock received there during the last
licans, who, touched by the deep love of
ierrien Springs, J. Hoyt ; Rreedsviile, p.
humanity
God, count not remarked to the maid,
six years alone was $621,614,004,more
Martz : Coloma, G. W. Gosling; OaMopolis,
their lives dear— ays, forgeL «din‘‘Somewhat, ma’am,” was the reply,
than $100,000,900 a yew.; The largest
H.
P.
Parker
; Dowagiae, T. H. Joookee ; PenThe air becamC more and more taintger and death a* they mintoter “ Nature is indeed wonderful in her
fleld, N. Mason : Parma, H. Halium
Rives, W. day’s businessever done at these yards
now to the sufferers in that and the other workings,” continued tho ladv. “Ob- ed. Even provisions were infected. In- Taylor ; South Albion, G. Daniels ; Springport, was 7,087 cattle,62,424 hogs and 6,651
stricken cities of the South. Scenes, serve the green grass in the fields, and stead of taking meit from the hands of A L. Crittenden ; Tekonsha, L. P. Ferguson
sheep.1 Chicago, as a hog-packing
these, that illumine the ordinary seem- in a short time it is converted into milk, the butcher, people would take it from Tompkins, D. C. Woodard.
place, now far outstrips Cincinnati. In
the hooks. Men no longer touched the
OOLDWATER DISTRICT,
ing selfishness of life with a light that and from milk to butter.”
1877, Ohio altogether*packed 810,037
dead. When persons were to be buried MJ. CogshaU, P. E.; Allen. 8- M. Merritt;
“Yes, ma’am.”
hogs, while. Chicago alone packed
Bronson.
J.
Clubine;
Burr
Oak,
W.
J.
Hathalies were grappled with hooks at
“Honey is a strange anomaly, also.
way; Bntler, S. 0. Strickland;Burlington,W. 1,618,084,and the increase since then
of long poles and tumbled into
Observe the little bee wandering from
F. Pronty; Ooldwater,J. Ji -Buell; Cambria, M. has been very great, This is onlythe
the
general
pit or a shallow grave. All W. Darling; Otmtreville, W. J. Cpgihall; Conself. Then there is running through all flower to flower, extracting the sweetness
iter packing— the summer packing
business was stopped. The dust settled
this a feeling of spirituality, a feeling therefrom, and depositingit in the glob___ the wholeWest amounted t6 2,550,thick on the windows of the great merthat somehow there is ih man more and ular form into the oomb.v
000 hogs, more than half of which were
cantile houses. No living thing waa to Jonesville,O. G. Thomas; Kinderhook, to be
“Yes, ma'am.”
deeper than he knows fountains that are
supplied;North Adams, W. M. Paddock; Oseeo, packed at Chicago. The winter pack“ Is there suffioient nutriment in it to be seen on many street* save those who M. J. Smith; Quincy, O. O. Olds;
yet unsealed, longings that are yet uning season begins Nov. 1 and ends
were collectingthe dead in common
realized, possibilities not ^ot Attained. be of any practical use ?”
March 1; last season the Western States
oarto. /‘Brine fort* you* dead,"
“Yes, ma’am.”
There is something in beauty that he
packed during these tour months over
“If I am not exhausting your pa- the cry that filled the air as the underhas not yet seen, something in song that
6,000.000 hogs. Hog rawing is venr
KALAMAZOODISTRICT. _
tience,
may I ask you what use is made taker, Ghowles, and his assistants enhe has not yet heard, something in love
profitable; the animals are sold when 1
J. W. Miller, P. E.; Augurta, J. F. Orwlek
I gaged in their work. Thieves, even, did
that he has not yet felt, something in I of the buttermilk?"
Allegan. L. M. Edmunds : Bloomir
year old, and they bring man immense
rest that he has not yet known, Hope
“ We feed some of it to the hogs, and not dare to go into the open houses for N
a. Jones
jouqs : Cooper, E. H. Day ; Clin
amount**of money— more than $300,*
bears him up in trial and loss and sor- what’s left we feed to the boarders.”— fear of the infection. Even the dogs
000,000 all told.
I and cats, “ ten thousand of the former
xow; and immortality,like the dawning > Camden Post.
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dition that he will give the

company all

w ujlk coughs and colds are very prev

right, title and interestin his telegraphic

recommend
Cough and Lung
alent, we

inventions.

Saturday, September 21,
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Two

British soldiers in Ceylon recently

died of

AUSiaiA’S OAL AMITY.
In tbe recent bistory of Europe there is

no

record

of

that of the

Four Badger State Fanning

cholera—- theirs being the only

deaths in the regiment

happened to be

tf

3ST

name of

-

-

Jtc/tuon PatrM: The railroads are
now
working two sets of yard-men each,
and was so terriblyhandled that one coland
the engines are kept busy every hour
lision of the main bodies forced a precipi.
of the day, with the exceptionof an hour
tate peace in order to save the Empire.
But that was not thought to prove the for dinner at noon, and an hour for lunch
at midnight. They run two forces.
worthlessness of the army. It was recog.
nized that the fault then was in a great
degree at headquarters,and it was con'Coat
ceded that this, with the tremendous
efficiencyof the Prussian army, with its
An immense stock of goods have just
breech-loaders, sufficientlyexplained the been received at the store of G. Van
startling inequality in military power. Putten & Sons, consisting of a full line of
Nevertheless the catastrophe of Sadowa Dry Goods, Groceries,and the largest
proved to Austria as later catastrophes variety of woolen yarns ever brought lo
Austrian army encountereda great enemy,

proved to France, that while she had slept this

a

of Flannels, and a stock of
Teas direct from New York, among which
is a fine Japan Tea, which will be sold at

the tradition of her greatnessan energetic

neighbor had

left her

behind in the strug-

full line

pound.

gle for supremacy. Millitary reform be- 40 cents per
came the watchword of all ministries and new goods.
and

all

army,

-

parties,and the organization of the

its supply, its

A pine assortment

equipment, every de-

tail was gone over, that all might

ol'lndies’ hand baskets,

on

level with the severest requirement

a

P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
campaign in Bosnia
shows the result. The great Austrian EmWhy is it that we always find nice fresh
pire, tried in a conflict with a little moun
Candles at “Case’s? Because he has large
tain State sloughedoff in decay of the Ot- sales and takes small profits. Give him
of the age, and the

toman power,

is

found unequal to the oc-

casion. Austria’s first army

is

ward into the mountain country,

sent

is

which

it

such

condition that

a

A fresh

stock of Groceries is just re-

than any 50 cent Tea in the city, at

at

D.

can hold on, but reaches it in
it must be speedily

Don’t forget that we

reinforced and supported. But the whole

a splendid

AustrianEmpire, the whole machinery of

we

Japan Tea

sell salt as

low

mobilization, is not equal to the require-

ment of putting a supporting force

little,if any, better than it

once more

in the

wrought for the

and that

A

Rare Chance

!

!

mon

was

Bros. 'Seed of

to 75

Marburg
North Carolina,'at the same

Eng-

We

still keep

would have made an An^lo-Austrianalli- Geese

45-ly

&

-

A.

8

-

judgment,

is

honored

the perspicaciousstatesman. Fancy a

as

Pans, Parasols, Gents’ Summer
Hats, and

PLt,&„pnlt" £

F-

postpaid.
FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY

nual subscription, $4,

English Breakfast TEA
And

has

SSF*

SUNDAY MAGAZINE

«

north wu*t qqarter and east half of tbe
q,uar,er of 8ect,on eight In township
hnndr^rt?, of range fifteen west, containing one
if
nd 8,sty acre,» according to the returns
aforesaid; together with

flv?

uia*c ii one ui mu marvels or perl _
It is Indeed a beautiful work. Buy it and see for
yonrselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and
Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Address orders to

_

Frank
fi-26w

Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,
Sheetings from

1878 ’

of

December

nexi,

cheaper than ever. Call

and

Qrand UAYK,ft September twentieth, A.

DUNCAN,

W.

tf

Iforlgav,.

N. K. Fairbanks Tin Caddy
Lard, the best in

Memphis papers and

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.

„ Call at the Cheap Cash
Store of

E. J. Harrington.

have purchased lower than ever
sell cheaper than ever before.

white or black, would

breathe a second breath after such a crime

The best kinds of

Parlor and Cooking

STOVES,

price* before yon purchase.

nsed It. This preparation la the
result ol a great many year’s expw

Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.

CUTLERY, and

SLpMdMrrB-rHUNT

Retail.

Bedroom

NEW

A

STORE.

Coffins

Setts

and Parlor

and Caskets

Farming Implements as cheap
as anywhere.

Setts.

always

Tinwaretepaired and made

on hand.

FRUIT! FRUIT!

BERTSCH.

Cash Paid for Butter and

Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. C. MELIS.
Holland, August,81.

etc.,

etc.

Hollahd, May

IS.,

-

s.

HARRINGTON.

A.

1878.

29-tm

BOOTS & SHOES.

RK1DSEMA.

1878.

Etess.

just re-

keep on hand a fall supply of Groceries and
Provialona, which will be aold cheap for cash.
I will

Give me

8TEKETEE.

Gentlemen.

Also,

Rubbers, Slippers

a trial

Holland, Mich., Aug.

city, but a gross libel upon the negroes,

complete stock of Boots and Shoes

for Ladies’ and

and sell and
buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.

goods and an endless variety of prints and

&

Order.

to

-'O'-—

Fair dealing can be relied on.

Gooks,

stock of beautiful fall style of dress

P.

everything else in our line.

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

A

became known.” The paper adds that ginghams, at
the charge is not only a slander upon the

KROON,

IFOIR, C-A.SIEI

Just received and placed on the shelves

be allowed to a

G. J.

I

HUNT’S HAIR GROWER. A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
AhP09 p*ck*t** Sold ! J
10,000 youne men wear heavy whla
Come and see the goods and ascertain
kera and moustaches who have

one who knows tbe temper of the southern
people will doubt its truth— that “no man,

CHANGE!
MR.

ceived at
E. J.

the country.

respectfullysolicitthe cuatom of every fanner
and citizen who raav feel Inclined to deal with me.
I shall keep on hand and will sell cheap

FURNITURE
will

horrible and improbable story is emphatically denied by the

See.

I

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

-

authorities.The Appeal says— and no

yard wide to 2* yards wide.

Having purchased the hardware stock and bus!
ness containedin the store formerly occupied by

537 Pearl Street, New York.

.

of Summer Shawls

1

Ladies hose in endless variety,

A

Lealii’i Publishing Home,

doctor, lately returned Hats and Caps, and the finest assortment
nJ ba.Te opened a new business on the corner of
While I thank the public for their patronageof
that white women, of Notions ever brought to town, will be Eighth and Market street. In the store formerly
f hoP® t0 11,0,11 and fOUcIt a liberalshare
Mcupied by A. Flietstra,where I will buy all kinds ol ,itP?8*’
for the future.
sick with fever, were attended by male •old as cheap as at any other place iu the or fruit, vegetables, and farming produce at regu
O
market prices.
negro nurses, and that the blacks have city, at
•eeamost heamiful varietyo
Lamp L naira, ornamenta,picture fraraw.bracketa
outraged patients under their care. The
lot

splendid Variety of other Teas.

A large lot of new Bleachedand Unbleached

made

FRANK

a

^

7ven,oeot“

•

SUPERB ARTICLE OF

A

A Washington

A fine

that class of

for the next few days.

from Memphis, reported

D.

all

goods will be sold very cheap

^

TEKETEE.

of Dry

stock.

extremely interesting are

Fashionable Intelligence;Personal Chit ChatAmusing Cartoonson the Follies and Foibles of
the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. JYonJt Ledie'e
Laly » Journal la the most beautlfnl of all the
ladies paper*, H should be found on the table of
every lady In the land. Price 10 cents a copy; an;

Which

war against the Russians by England’s
Boot*, every pair warranted for $2.50, 28
seven thousand Hindoos and the Austrian
Canal afreet, Grand Rapids, 20-tf
army that tbe Bosnians have beaten.
stock

s Boots, and Shoes, will

be slaughtered to make
room for a large new

A

S haff

KOBERf

The Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
Shoe Store sells A No. 1, hand-made Kip

A labor new

.

rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
ffir Nia8fofamor<|Ur ° cl°ck ,n ,he “bernoon In best living writers. Every departmentof literature is represeutated iu Its columns. The amount
of Instruction, entertainmentand amusement af*he fifth day of January
D forded by the articles, essays, stories,and general
miscellanycontained in the 1*8 quarto pages of
andhrccorded ,n
Begtaier’! offlei tfo£
each number of this publication has been well ap!t
of September,1878.
predated. Every copy of the “Popular Monthly”
L beJ xS /1 frL 0 c,ock’ ,n ,he afternoon.In Is embellished with over 100 beautifulIllustrations.
a s
A8#4fnn,ent of Mortgages, cn page
Being the cheapest periodical of the kind In existence, and at thoaame time one of the most select
and universally we come, it must continue to Increase In public favor, and rank with the publisher s - unday Magasine— the highestamong all onr
Americanmonthlies. It is published on the !5th
hereby given, that by virtue of said power of sale and of each month. Price, 25 cents a uumbd*; Sabscriptlon. $3, post paid, per year. Address yonr
SU8,:tht0^late,n 8ach CMcmndoandpro- ord®r8 /rank Leslie.537 Pearl Street. New York.
aJu*at
bc foreclose.!by a
LESLIES
is
Pobl c 'endue of the mortgaged premises
£re«fi2described, to-wlt: All of tBe Allowing d* k beautiful work. It will Interest educated and
cnltlvated minds as well as the most ordinary
n lue c’ounly of Ottawa^and
State of Michigan, to-wit: the south-fast quarter reader. It Is the only Sunday msgaxine published
in this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
«hin 0fl8ODth'Wu8t.qaarter01 8ect,ouflve m town- with the most select and fascinating literature,
nor,h of raug8 fifteenwest, containing
from Hie Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
ftcO"rd,P& to the relnrn f the Surveyor General,also the north-west quarter of tbo
stirring
southwest quarter of section eight in townshin
numberedfive north of range numbered fifteen
west, containing forty acres, be the same more or
h8„6’ aro°rding lo Government Survey: and also

D

—
--it is shown that Austria was utterly unpreBest White Lime only $1.00 per* barrel
pared for any great militaryenterprise
and would have been unequal to it, and at
E. J. HARRINGTON’S.
consequently that all the argument for
peace drawn from that considerationwas . A labor and handsome assortmentof
delusive. Consequently the man who op- of Germantown yarns for crochet work
posed that policy, protested against it and and all kinds of fancy work, at
was unmistakably chagrined when it was
D. BERTSCH.

bis

M

Ss

day tne sixteenth day

on hand a stock of Live

P.

.

Money! Money!!

BERTSCH.

ance inevitable, and that Austria’s army colarge lot of Bleached and Unbleached cotoperating with England’s fleet would be tons at

adopted against

A

tho

Feathers, and have just receiveda

Czar. Now

_
*

LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL, 16
pages, Issned weekly, contains excellent Pictures
(HR»aJrdI"ortPaK°CC“>(edA . BL Platt /da ted andfoU descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
v1- 8Jr of January, A. D. 1889, and recorded LadiesandChildren’s Ware; usefu. Informallon
In the office of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa
on Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful IllusCounty,8 tate of Michigan, on the thirtiethdav of
trations of Home and Foreign Subjects;Poetiy
January,
D. 1869. at eight o’clock iu the fier-

ceived at

land, on the theory that a contrary course

the

Mortgage Sale.

they can buy

D.

.. ..... ^

__

The hi mney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations,printed on fine paper, is
pub Ished every Monday, price only 10 cents; annual subscription, $1, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie's Publishing House, M7
Pearl Street,New York.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

chillas,for Ladies’ Winter Cloaks, just re-

ascendant. Schouvaloff

troublesome to tbe army of

PP,t°*&088%Ml„,

fnrtv
!nrefi

A NEW assortmentof Beavers’andChin-

of Gortschakoffis

Ko«ro

K

all beautiful Short stories

will men smoke com-

when

#

State

HARRINGTON.

price*”

St. Peters-

policy of placating

tobacco,

ft

AS

Linen Dusters,
___________ ’
PANTS, VESTS, ETC.

completed In each nnmber, while Biographies, Adventures.Essays,Fun, Travels, Natural History,
Legends,Anecdotes.Science, etc., make this publicationone of the most entertaining in existence.
Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
away to Its subscribers,

SjhSv

8TEKETEE.

Carpets at from 20

lot of

Query: “Why

In the light of this revelation it
cannot be wondered that the glory o
burg, and that the star

at 40 cents,

A.

E. J.

in 1806.

Count Schouvaloffhas paled at

on hand

cents per yard just received at

is shown that the Austrian military sys-

but

still have

anyone.

&

P-

A nice

needed. By the
order for, the mobilization it is shown
that they understand what is needed, and
by tbe want of capacityto supply it it
is

as

BERTSCH.

in the

field by the time it is

tem

82-tf

ceived, and a better 40 cent Tea is offered

its

onward until it reaches a point

_

call.

for-

resisted

desperatelyat every step, but fights

way

»

STTOH

patrons la Legion.

—

noTlt

Skirts, at

its

Habberton. Howard, Robinson, De Forrest
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
I lerce, and other emjnent wrltters.are Us regular
contributors.The subjectstr aUd of are verv
marled. 1 he Illustrationsare profuse and they are

a splendid assortment of Balmoral sign meat, dated the seventeenthday of October
,nnnd,KreCOrdcd iD the Register's oftK
th« aeventeenthday of September

be put and

SUMMER GOODS

___

OP ronrlnra on/4
<>n
St;XT«*d1Mhr;r,b,ecM"lr;2VGB‘ur“
Mf

Call and see the

-

i

-

FRANK

direct from the factory. Also,

city,

Fam-

'This year the Chimney Comer seem to be better
than ever. Its aerial stories ore of the most
absorbing and lilvclycharacter, of great newer
true to life and fall of merit, taking a wide range
of subjectsto please every member of a hou»ebold— the domestic story for the mother, the
charming love-talefor the daughters,the more
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for

Ol

§iMitM

securely on historicaltriumphs and nursed

ntiri

beautlfnl periodical,the beat American
Pun»»r

llV tiniirniilMrnrv

-

CHIMNEY CORKER

cheap for cash or produce.

sale

Hand made Calf Boots, $2.50 and $3.00
the rigiment one hundred and thirty- at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
six immediately broke the pledge.
Shoe Store, 28 Canal street, Grand Rapids.
-

ThU

LESLIE’S

house of E. J. Harrington. They are for

teetotallers,

in

PRANK

Mills will be

Austrian “occupation”o? Bos- hundred and eighty-eight temperance men

nia. Philippovich’scamnaign makes a
bad exhibitionfor his governmentin a
military sense. Twelve years ago the

GREAT REDUCTION
- 1

of Young’s

sold cheap, call and see them at the ware-

The dead men

and this fact
so impressed their comrades that of one

a failure so remarkable as

-

a trial

Syrup.
----

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,
at

1878. 88-8m

88,

at

a bargain

the

Cheap Cash Store of

Ladies’ Best Goat Button Shoes, $2.00,

who have stood by us nobly as policemen
Ladle* Best French Kid Shoes, $8.00,
and soldiers.” It is not often that the
Ladies Best Serge Shoes, $1.00. Walking
colored brother comes in for such a recog.
Shoes, 75 cents and $1.00, elegant styles
nition at this at the hands of his white
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
neighbor*.>The pestilence is evidently a
Shoes Store, 28 Canal street, Grand
great mollifier of what Mr. Sumner used
to call

Rapids.

“the infernal spirit of caste.”

Every

Capt. Blackenbury, ap English army
officer

lady should get
25 cents at

who served as correspondentof the

London Timet throughoutthe

Franco-

E.

Dr.

F. 8.

J.

m

J. H.

and

city,

CHAMBERS *
8t.

Lonla,

Has become wldelr known as the only competent and reliabletraveling Physician. His repnta-

Shirt the best In

^We have last added to our stock of

Sewing Machines
A New and

HARRINGTON.

soon be exhibited at No. 1150
Eastern Salt at $1.80 per barrel and at
Broadway. The model is the work of
wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at
Fritz Von Engel, of Strasburg, who, after
E. J. HARRINGTON.
years of incessant labor, was overcome
by the strain imposed upon him, and lost
Don’t fail to visit the Great Chicago
both bis reason and bis life.
Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store, 28 Canal
-stw
street, when you visit Grand Rapids. We
It is reported that the Western Union guaranteeyou a saving of 40 per cent.
Telegraph Company has made a contract

•. Lounges,

will

with Mr. Edison
a

to

pay him six thousand

year for thirty-fouryears on con-

Easy Chairs, Etc.
•

—

Also the beat

—

FINE COFFINS
Ever IntroducedInto tala

6 offer all

City.

or

occupationwhile under hia treat-

tro

with Diseases of the Eves,

^ t*’ ^orvea- Bones, Joints, Deformities.
Malformations, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sores, Ulcers
Tumor*. Canwra, Blood or Skin, and all person*
that are troubled with any aliment or Inconvenof •nyntme or nature, are Invited to call and
inveatlrate before they abandon hope,
n 0PlD,on> reasonablein charge*, and
otll not urge or perauadeyou to take treatment,
flJ.uCm18 "J11 ba trea,ed there la a strong
probabilityof a care or permanentbenefit.Make
Interrogation and decide for yourself. Consults
tiou free. MedicinesCash, don’t ask for credit

H.

mut.t.a ^|>WILL BE AT

HOLLAND, City Hotel, on
at extremely ^ nntil 4 p* m-

.u“.^7p^i"5r#,Dbef0UDd
HARRINGTON.

ment
J'*®®

WALNUT CASKETS win.

W
E. J.

^

change diet

Beautiful

Parlor Suits,
E. J.

Chronic Diseases and Deformitiesas a specialty.
Does not claim to be Infallibleor to know every».hif5’.°!itoJfnre.everybo4y;
bntdoca claim that a
large and extensive practice and unparalleled sue*
sustain It, la the beat proof of
• •W|l- He treats annually from five to
six thousand ncraona. ExperienceIs worth everyKnowledge gained from treating and curing
“nd;..°r
enab,ea W® ^ know the
hum? •P^tho remedy needed. He never Injured a

NEW- FURNITURE
- JWALL KINDS OF

MEYER & CO.

HEW

STORE!

VERBEEK

& CO#

Have re-opened their extensive Furniture business, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of

Mo.

CHEAPICHEAPI

(B(RI flQ-TO Jf.

H* W*

C(i.

Ledeboer has made arrange

tbe celebrated of

Strasburgclock has arrived in this

Fine Swel

Canvaasen the largeatcommlaaloaa. Sell RapldIf. For tenne and clrenlara. Addreaa, v

a Dress Lift for

the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store

A perfect model of

Illurtrated

*

Bowman, and Portraitaofthe other
66,118 the Fahliabera, and employing no middlemen are able to give direct to

^HARRINGTON.

A Fine White Dress

A

the ablest Divlnea of the diflerent

“d

HA

z. J.

Agent Wanted.
The beat book ever publleb
on Romanism. Contributed oy

Catholic
GHUDCH
with
CHURCH. y.enoBln*tlona.
KngravlnKsofBlahopa

20-tf

German and Turko-Rnssian wars, has inmente to keep his office at the Drug Store
vented a plan of protectinggunners and
ol J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found
cannoneers while working field artilery
rom 10 to 11 a. m. and 8 to 4 p^m., or at
by means of iron shields, portable, and
iis residence on Eighth street, near O. A
pat Into position by sections. He conL. 8. R. R. crossing,where be will
tends that his plan Increases the destruchold himself in readiness to answer any
tive power of light artilery enormously,
and all calls, day or night.
rendering it proportionately the superior
arm of the military service.

ERRORS

Ninth A Riwer Streets*
In opening this store we open the finest and
largest Furniture atore In Ottawa Co., and respectfully Invite our old tostomers to com* and examine onr stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and heat kinds of Arnlture to the cheapest,including all the lateststyle*, anch as East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

Very Low Prices.

_

Having bought everythingnew we can sell lower
with a small profit, than old stock can be told “at

coat”

A complete

stock;

com^ and

see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors of the

IFHCEITIX
Planing Mill,
We

are

prepared to mannfactnrefnrnltnre to order
sell Common ware very cheap.

and can alfbrd to
Monday, Sept.

We also, keep ourselves prepared to do all kinds
of Planing. Matching,Re-sawlng, making of Doors.
8a*h and Blinds, etc.,
H.

W. VERBEEK A

Holland, Mich., July 25, 1878.

Co.

*

Forty thousand Germans have

Seventy-five clergymen have

lottings.

summer

made

been

along the Santa Fe during the past

doctors of divi

A Large and Fine

settled

Gueknbacks are 100@99^

Simon Cameron admits that

in coin.

als are

Mrs. H. Doesburg started on a ripU)igain
Pella, Iowa, on Monday last.
I

General

strong enough in Pennsylvania to

For

Butler has been nominated

for Governor by the Democrats of Massachusetts, as well as by the Greenback)

Austria is having trouble to acquiesce boot and shoes, and durable and cheap
A sEVKN-year old child of Mr. Jan
well as to subdue Bosnia.
gents’ boots and shoes call at the store of Riemersma, residing about two miles east

Hungary as

The whole amount

collected in this

Van

a mad dog on

of the city, was bilteo by

Raalte.

Wednesday last. Kill the dog.
Count Von Arnim, Prince Bismarck’s
almost |300.
The Great Eastern, it is said, has been
victim, has bought in Bohemia an estate
.which confers a seat in the Landtag, and, bought by a company for use as a cattle
Mr. John Spijker has taken out a full
is thought, will be naturalizediu boat to carry Texas meat to England.
liquor license, permitting him to sell strong
Her capacity will be 2,200 bead of cattle
ustria.
city for yellow fever suflerers amounts

liquors as well as beer.

The
According to the
yellow fever

is

latest accountsthe

diminishing both in

New

Orleans and Memphis.

"Grand
and

was burned down Tuesday

ysel,

with nearly all its contents.

BusinessCollege in the coun

and 3,600 sheep.

nooi

There

o insurance, and Mr. Butler

Rapids, Mich., has the finest

liveliest

residence of C. B. Butler, of Over,

wai

puls

List of letters remaining in

And

J.

at

Newport News

by

Wm. VeriIkek, P. M.

Prices Low.
Give us a

call

It

was lucky that Lucy Jane Patrick

really had a strawberrymark on her right
The W. C. T. U. have changed the hour
mac in the early part of the
arm. She was stolen from her home in
their weekly meetings, to Wednesday
mer guests carry away pieces of the tim*
Alabama when she was a baby, and now,
afternoon of each week at 8:80, P. M., at
ber as relics.
after sixteen years, her parents identify
Hope Church.
Our druggist,Mr. Wm. Van Putten her in Michigan.
The sermon of Rev. Dr. Mandeville will leave for Cincinnati on the 29th lost.,
For the past lew days there has been a
on Sunday morning last was an intellec- to proceed with his medical studies in the
pause
in the wheat business—principally
tual treat to a ereat many. In the even- Eclectic College. Dr. Thos. McCulloch
owing to the business of the farmers, who
ing Hope Church was crowded.
will have charge of the prescriptionand
are exerting themselves to get their new
drug business during his absence.
D’Aubigne’b great work on the Proteswinter wheat in the ground and to get
tant reformation,begun more than forty
A barn, containing horses, grain, hay} their corn harvested.
years ago, will be completed in a few etc., belongingto a farmer by the name of
Doctor J. 8. Meyer, of Virginia City,
days by the issue of the concluding Glupke, was burned on Wednesday last,
ev.,
thinks that be has discovered a lost
volume.
about 0 miles southeast of this city. The
Igyptlan art. He tempers copper tools U
property was insured for $1000 in the Kent
Judging from the way our fruit dealers
a cutting edge like steel tools, thus mak

can gel their eyes

Allegan and Ottawa Counties Ins. Co.

It is reported that at the close of a with which the
double their efforts in raising fruit. From Greenback meeting in a Maine town the
mids was cut.
the best to the poorest qualities,it all other evening a collection was taken to
pay the orator of

the

evening for expenses

stone for tho great pyra-

Holland, Mich., Sept.

our oldest settlers h

Meat Market

DEALER IN

-OF-*—

K

.

J

TJ I

E

Boots and Shoes

T

For the beet kind of

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Fresh and Salted Keats.
pay the highest market
rice for hides, hams, and all

Of the neateststyle* and best qaallties whisk 1
•ffer cheaperthan anybody else.

I

linds

of tanner’s produce.

The

recent total eclipse of the sun was

Makes Custom Work a

my

Come and examine

STOCK.
EIGHTH

8T.,

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
5-1

W.

&

H.

Specialty.

KUXTE

J.

D R

8w

New

Mexico, as the beginning of some

A

From and

suit of the National Bank of the Re-

mm

Globe, and that Boss Shepherd was one of

itored to its usual condition.

Van derZalm,

of

our

friend,

Mr. Tony

Grand Haven, mentioned

to us that in addition to being

born on

Thursday, and married on Thursday, his
first child

was born on Thursday, also his

second, third, fourth

aud

the

fifth

also on a Thursday and that being his

own

birthday.

We

lately

would like to know wheth

er this is all accident, incideut, or coi

the beneficiariesto the extent of $8,000.

N Tuesday eveuing

Mr. V. W.

lye, candidatefor prosecutingattorney

NO.

There

is a tradition in the East that

Dr. Thos. McCulloch,and

judging from the evident preparation of

we

one

- - Michigan

The above firm make e specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee eattefaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety ol
Ladies aud Children at.ocsand gaiters.

one

be should

distinguish the one from the other; where

think that Mr. Seelye’s upon the wisest man ordered the windows
The to be thrown open, and in came the bees

says that the bureau is overrun with work,

and can scarcely fill the orders for print

Wk

captain Brower

was towing

the

ing Issued by the department. Twenty- schooner Four Brothers between the piers,
on her way to Port Sheldon, where she
five new presses were put up on Sunday

samples of tobaccos on tbe occasion of his

men on

the schr.

and everything else belongingto that trade, Four Brothers, got his^skiff foul .between

than call on Mr. Reldsema on Eighth the stern of the schooner and thoroow of
streef. Old goods are marked way down the acow, capsizing his skiff umf spilling
to correspond with the low prices of the the boy and himself out, togelper with all
new stock, and everybodyis invited to his groceries. Mr. Regenmoner, with adcall and examine for themselves. Real mirable presence of mind, swam to the
bargainsin beautiful goods.— See adver

rescue of

tisement.

turned bottom of the

bis boy,

placed him on the upskiff,

and they were

then both rescued from their still perilous

On Wednesday last Hope College
opened under very favorable auspice!
contrary to the expectation of a good

position by the boat and crew of the

have been added to tbc
corps of professors, and the number of
students present at the opening of the new
term was larger than ever before. Dr.
Maodevillo made a few eloquent remarks,
which seemed to be echoed by all tho;
present, and grouping the proceedings
the opening and comparing them wiiCh
the immediate past, may we not hop^br
a brighter future for Hope College?

and

will

Holland. Mich. January 1.

The followingare the

happily,with the exceptionof the
about $8.00 worth

those

Ware

large supplies.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1877.

!

!

THE STEAMER

TWI-LIQ-HT
Having been rebuiltand

CAPTAIN

F.

refitted last

winter,

R BROUWER,

Hereb.
shy informsthe public that beta prepared
for all kinds of excnrslona.

SPECIAL PARTIES
Can

be accommodated on abort notice, for the
email aura of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
to the mouth of Black Lake In the morning, leaving them there and bring them back In the evening, or any time desired. I am alto prepared to
a

accommodate

arrivalsand clear

Watchmakers | Jewelers, SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS,

ances up to Friday morning:

DEALERS

Having a baige suitable for that pnrpoae,to a
oat oni Lake Hlcbigan, or to be taken to say at
aired pofat, and brought home at the time agreed

IN

arrived.
Scut. 14-Schr. Eraira. Charlevoix, llpht.
•> 14— •• U. H. Joalln, Manistee, light.
16—
Hope, Lndlngton, light.
i, Racine, llgl
rht.
Wm. Bates,
16- Prop M. Groh, Chicago, 8 brie sugar, 1 keg
brandy, 300 fire brick. 41 pkfsmdse
Schr. Wolllo. Chicago. SOU bu corn.
10—
Spray, Racine, light.

Silver

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

notice will be necessary For preparation.

“

f

Terms very Reasonable.

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

F. BROUWER,
Holland, Jane 1,

Captain.

1878.

17—

“

17«8m

CLEARED.
Sept. 14- Schr

loss of

of groceries.

Emma. Two

Rivers. 100 bkts peaches
12 brls onions, 75 bkts grapes,26
brie apples.
U. H. Joslin, Manistee, 700 lbs

grapes, 100 bu apples, 6 bu tomatoes, 50 melons,500 cabbages, 5 bn

s,
Importer of

All Kinds of Spectacles.

—

m'I'

Kbwji

'hou™

fU

»

Cbarg«i^ e*80

42-tf

M. D.

Detroit and

Ho. lOO Monroe Street,

Grand Bapidc, SUelu

A splendid stock

H. Kirkland, Proprietor.

of CigfttS and

otuerliquorsalways on hand,
10-tf

BANKING.

HOWARD.

Railroad Hotel,
Wm.

W

Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N.
cor. of 6tn and Minor streets, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert ritnlth. baa sncceedea id making ana introducing an Ale, which be calls ’’India Pale Ale,'*
and has succeeded so well that It la highly recommended as a tonic for weak persons.

'.WM

Milwaukee

—

In bnlk and in Bottle.

1878.

17—

of thli land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimprov
unimprovedland in the Township uf Fillmore. Inquire of

and

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

4,

16—

•

English and Scotch Ales,

Feae.

of workiugmen have earned their daily which he received recently while fighting
iously wily opponent. Mr. Farr undoubt- bread, and who has added so much to the Indians. Lieut. Arsnoe was one of the
edly carried some points in the estimation material growth and development of the "Grand Rapids boys” who enlisted in the
of his audience, but to strike a balance city of Grand Rapids, needs the assistance old Eighth Michigan to fight in the Union
for him daring the whole evening we are of hardly anyone. We expect to gee a army eighteen years ago. He has been a
not prepared to do. Mr. Moulton is a very tremendous turnout, and together with the soldier ever since.— Gr. Rapids Democrat.
rapid speaker, and a close student,and music engaged for the occasion, we antici- We have also learned that the brave Lieut.
disposes of tremendous figures and a re- pate a lively night. Without taking sides James Donahue, who, it will be rememcapitulation of dates and enactments that it is but fair to say that the prevailing dis- bered, was shot to pieces, patched up, and
are really astonishingfor a man who is satisfaction about the bard times in such got well again; is now lighthouse keeper
neither a lawyer or an old poliiician,but a magnificent country as this is, extends at South Haven. Also, that Capl Smalla photographerby trade. There was room thioughout the whole land, and is begin- man, at present commanding the steamer
for criticism on both sides, however, but* ning to manifest itself here also more Muskegon, of the Goodrich line, running
since we don’t pretend to dabble in poli- and more, and who knows how large a between Grand Haven and Chicago, is
Greenback vote may be rolled up here yet,
the identical Smallman who had charge
tics, we close by advising our readers to

minis mra

BANKER,
HOLLAND, . - MICHIGAN.

Deea a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection bnsinese. CoHeeffOMmnde on all points in
the United States and Europe. Partlcnlar attenThe beet accommodation tor the travelling pub- tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittance* made on the day of payment. All
lic can elways be fonnd, night or day, at tbe busineaa Intrusted to me shall have promp
above Hotel. The beet Imported Uqnors and tion. Interest allowedon time deaoaite,
to check at sight.
cigars alwaya on hand.
sold. Tickets to and Iran all points
of the first boat that went to Fort Pulaski,
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
sold at my offlee.

if it takes firm root and organized into an
always active body— clamoring for, yes, demandafter it was reduced by bombardment.
ing a "change.”

___ &

in

g. j.

Joslin&Breyman,

very

evidently been studying to meet his notor

learn something.

sets or in large

quantities.

BEST

will

who buy

EXCURSIONS

It begins to look now as if we are
onions.
Hope. Lndlngton, 1.000 the butter,
going to have a lively campaign yet be400 doe eggs, 150 lbs honey, 8 brls Full Line of Gold
flower, 10 bn onions, 125 bu apples,
fore the day of election dawns upon us.
8 bkts pears. 10 bkts grapes.
Posters are out calling a moss meeting on
16— “ Wm. Bates, Chicago. OCWbdls brush Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Prop. M. Gmh. Milwaukee,2.908 bn
Tuesday evening, Sept 24th, in this city,
wheat, 1,000 batter tubs.
Holland, March 94,
8— ly.
Schr. Wollln, Racine, 60 m lumber.
which meeting will be addressed by no
less a person than the well known Samuel
1 businessyou can engage In. $5 to 820
It will, no doubt, be interesting to the
D. Clay, Esq., of Grand Rapids, and the
per dev made by any worker of either
sox, right in their own localities. ParNot being satisfied with a previous com- Hon. C. C. Comstock, of the same city. "boys” of the Eighth Mich. Infantry to
ticularsand samplesworth $5 free. Improve yoar
bat Mr. Moulton, of Grand Rapids and Mr. Clay’s reputation as a powerful and learn the present wherabouts of some of spare time at this business. Address Btihsox A
Mr. Farr, of Grand Haven, had another eloquent speaker needs no assistance at their gallant comrades: "Lieut. Arsnoe Co., Portland, Maine.
debate about the money question, in our hands, as he is well known through- of tbe Second United States Cavalry Is in
Farm for Sale.
Music Hall, in the city of Grand Haven, ont the State, and the honorablereputation Gr. Rapids visitingielativesand old friends.
on Monday evening. Mr. Farr has a of Mr. Comstock, as a man through He has a ninetyday furlough, and is tryI will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
splendid voice and good delivery and had whose enterprise and sagacity thousands ing to recover from two bad wounds

go and hear the speeches— you

liberal deduction to

18*8.

13ll) day oi

no doubt become

A

LANDEGEND,
VAN LAN!

J.

popular among smokers.

schooner Elva, which was lying near by

many at the piers. Everything terminated

Additional tutors

fine,

of White Granite

and C. C. Ware.

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some SOObenrinp
grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; Htrawbeirlci<;
Pears. Apple,
Quince, Cheetnnt, Mulberry, Apprl
pple, Q
cot. Cherry amf Peach trees In bearing.
No money reqnired down inquire of

to meet the demand for the new 4 per was going to load on Thursday lust, and September, John J. Bagley launched his
cent bonds. One single order on Satur- behind the schooner a scow, Mr. Regen- May Flower brand of tobacco upon the
morter our llghthousekeeper, was iu a skill
day called for $20,000,000 bonds.
country. From that day forth it has been
together with his boy and some groceries,
one of the standardbrands, and to-day it
If you want to see a furniturestore which the lug bad brought down for him, ranks among the first. The brand of
beautiful replenished by a handsome stock and attempting to hand a package of to- "Old Hickory” smoking is exceedingly

of furniture, wall papers, picture frames bacco to some of the

plete stock

Rockingham and Yellow

"silver wedding” to the tobbacco business

Twenty-fiveyears ago ott the

trade the necessary attention,

FOR SALE.

are under obligations to Ex-Gov-

ernor Bagley of this State for a box ot fine

As

of

at

Short Notice,
W. A H. ELFERDINK,

effortswere worthy of a larger bouse.

Mr. McPherson, chief of the bureau of speech whs bold, aggressive, and contained
engraving and printing at Washington, considerable logic.

line

I

and will keep on hand a com-

of natTffftl^tbe other of

artificial flowers, requiring that

date,

after thi$

intend to devote to this

RIVER STREET,

RepaMtig neatly done and

elye w*s introducedwith some eloquent bouquets,

marks by

22

tllan<
d, -

he Greenback ticket of this county, of the tests by which the Queen of Sheba
aairesscd a rather meagre audience in tried to prove the wisdom of Solomon was
by placing on a table before him two
tlf s city on the issues of the day. Mr.

the remarks

cldcnce.

last,

VAN RAALTE.

sand, and drove them out of town.

Washington,discloses the fact
passed away. Mrs. Krapshuis,mother ot iwful disaster. The chief commanded
Ex-Mayer Cuppon, died at the residence le priests to make the fires on the altars that Messrs. Rives & Co., former owners
of Tht Congressional Globe, had to pay
of her son on Tuesday morning last, at
brighter, and compelledall the
the age of 80 years. The funeral services
omen in the village to run naked through $27,000 to get an item in the sundry civil
were held in the Third Ref. Church on he streets. These measures, he says, were appropriationbill giving them $100, 0C(
for the propertyof the old Congressiona
Thursday, and was largely atteuded.
happily effective,for the suu was soon recuriosity

K.

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

public, of

As a

HEROLD.

1877.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

regarded by the Pueblo Indians at Taos,

Another one of

1,

Call at the

Five tramps recklesslyresolved to cap-

incurred.The hat was passed around, ture Kenton, Ohio They marched into
A Mrs. Clifford, of Allegan, gave a and when it was emptied it was full of the village flourishing clubs, terrified
temperance lecture on Wednesday evenfew women, and began to pillage a store.
pieces of paper inscribed, "This is twentying last under the auspices of the Woman’s
Their triumph was short. The villagers
five cents,” ‘ This is fifty cents,” Ac., to
Christian Temperance Union. We are
gathered in force, stripped them, dipped
the amount of $9 25.
informed by parlies who were present that
them into a barrel of tar, rolled them in
she gave good satisfactionto her audience.

1.

industry.

ing them resemble the copper implements

upon our farmers must feel encouraged to

brings cash.

home

US.

I am now Belling the Howe dewing Mechlne,
end will henceforth keep It for eel* at mjr etorv
Peddling mechlnee with wegone bee been abolleked
for the eimpie reeeon that the price* of meebtnee
me too low te admit of any expenee In tbet way
Cell In and getbergelne.

Holland, Mich., Ang. 16 1677.

of

all the fruit they

CALL AND SEE

before you order, and pat-

ronize your

the Merriwar. Sum-

at

A Complete a«Bortmentof Children’* and Infante’
shoes for fall and winter, and • full line of
Ladies' and Uentleman'ewear.

Work Warranted and

All

Just received

Eighth Street, City op Holland.

of

We keep conctantlyon hand the beat kind of
atock, and alto a nice v*rlet» of dealgna. Letter
lug done in the English, Hollandand German Ianguages, as deitred.

W. Smith, Wm. Chapman, Mrs. Della

work

try,” says the Wetlern Rural.,of Chicago. on the hull of the old frigate Cumberland,

buy up

all klnda

nr stone.

the Post

A SHOES
—

HEROLD,

MONUMENTS E.
CEMETERY WORK
--

Hughes, John D. Carr.

A company of wreckers is now
near

ABLETS, HEADSTONES

office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 19ih, 1878:

ss at $1,300.

sunk

—

Manutacturcrstf

--

OP

Perkins, BOOTS

&

Luce

late fashions of ladies’ gaiters,

iMr. D. B. K.

—

CORNER CEDAR A EIGHTH STREETS.

the nation-

control of the next legislature.

STOCK

IsTETW

five

years.

___ _ ____

£

Grand Haven, Michigan.

Grand Havix,

April

10,

1878.

9-tf

9-ly

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

it prop- the beet-looking ones in the village.
THE POOB INDIAN.
when they The father’s strength had come into Jim’s
Lo, the poor Indian, whose nntttCored mind
Poor (if&r PhOip tort hi* wife,
went home that he was very sorry that body and limbs, bnt he was getting his Bee* God in donda
“I’m awful sorry, Mr. LoDg.”
c
or heare him In the wind,
The chfcm uid comfort of hla life
He mourned her— not like modern men—
some mean fellow had annoyed her in mother’s face, by installments. These Hi* aoul. proud sciencenever tenant to etray
*« I duuno whether yer be er not,” reFar aa the solar walk or MilIkjr Way?
For Udlee were worth hiving then.
plied the latter: “ but Fll tell ye neow snob a way; that he would find ont the were to be his possessions when he was Therefore,
re. a
a adentlflcabor!Iglnee
The world WM.eltered In bU view,
Is something which we never hope to aee,
All things put on a yellow hue ;
*nd here, Jim Fowler, what’s what, when pnppy who wrote the stuff and give him of age.
ut. aeelng, shall Immsdlately go
Even Udie«. once hla chief delight,
pr father died yeou bnden’t a relative a sound thrashing.
As his 21st year drew toward its dose,
nd report the same to Mr. Barnmn’s ahow,
W*e aow otfenflveto hie. eight;
Bnt Jennie, to the surpriseof Jim, he conld not tell whether to be glad or Which will prove a bigger attractiontoan
“No, sir, they wnn’t none left,” broke oculd not see wherein she had been in- sorry for it His reason told him to go, Jenny Lind and the woolly hone driven tandem,!
Or the Cardiff giant transported
in the youth, and the tears filled his jured to an extent that demanded any and forget— he had not forgotten, you On two freight cais, with straw Intestines
At hut, he made a vow to fly, 7.
such course as he proposed to take. see— in the excitementof business some- Sticking ont of hla mouth and ears.
eyes.
And hid nlmself from every eye
Took up hie lodgings In a wood,
“I promised him, a little afore he And she dissuaded him from his san- where, his disappointment But that Yet simpler nature to hla hope has given, ^
To turn a hermit and grow good.
died, rd take oare on ye until yeou wap guinary purpose. Not easily, however, heart of his kept forever answering Behind the dond-topthill, a humbler heaven—
He had a son. now you must know,
old enough ter take oare uv ye’self, 'nd but by arguments made in an earnest “Stay another year.” He was in this Borne safer world In depth of wood* embraced,
Abont a twelvemontheld or #
Some happier Island in the watery waste,
Him Philip took np in his arms,
dew well by ye— giv? ye a oommon- manner, and urged more and more state of mind the day before he was 21. Aa If a safer
.......
er world than
this oonld be,
To snatch him from all female charms,
strongly,
until
he
was
conquered.
sohool eddioation’nd so on. ’Nd I mean
After dinner that day he went and sat on Where Government Is kind, and Howards flee
Intendinjjhejfljquldnever know
From
the
shadow
of
an
Indian
Without meaning it, perhaps, Jennie the bench under the great maple. He
ter dew it ef yer oondnet don’t become
...
Aa If the very Old Scratch was aft*r them
Bat lead ft hftert hermlVs hfe,
onbarable. But yeou must be more said some things, before they reached went there that he might be alone to de- With a aeven-prooged pitchfork
Lest he, likewise, might lose his wife.
stiddy 'ml manlike, ’nd not plague me her father’s door, that were calculated cide whether fie would follow the dictates And, reaching a telegraph station.
Immediatelysend word to the Associated Press
ter death by yer recklessness, D’ye to mislead Jim asj to the place he oc- of his reason or give way to the longings That they have caught np with tbe red demons
The place he chocs for his retreat
Was once a lion's sountrj seat
cupied in her thoughts. It was nothing of his heart. • Reason at last carried the And killed seven hundred and fifty Sioux,
QnA*«C|
Far m a wild, romantic wood,
“ Yis BUr*n I^a goin* 'ter try, Mr. positivelyencouraging; bnt something day. He arose from his seat, and said Eleven hundred and seventy-liveQomanches,
The hermit's littlecottage Blood,
Four thousandPintes,and untold numbers
Hid, by the trees, from human view—
that came nearer to being that than any- aloud, and decisively, “ I shall go.” It Of Crows, Cherokee*aud Black Feet, among
Long.”
The son himself could scarce get throngh.
“That’s the sorter talk. I want ye thing she had ever before said to him. was settled. He had told the family all The slain being BittingBall, Hole-ln-the-Day,
A little garden, tilled with care,
Spotted Tall, Old Stick-ln-the-Mad,
Supplied them with their dally fare
ter go ter school ’nd git ter be ez smart Of coarse it must have been uninten- ilong that he should go away when he And all of their brave 1 and papooses.
Fresh water-cressesfrom the spring—
ez Jennie is, ef ye am. Yeou er tew tional, for nothing in the line was re- became of age. He was glad they knew
Turnips or greens, or some such thing—
yean older’n she is, ’nd y’ain’t nowhere peated during their walks to and from it and had become reconciledto (perhaps To be content’s his natural desire
Hermitsdon't care much what they eat,
He asks no angel’s wing, no seraph’s fire,
school the remainder of the term. And wished) it. He was set upon looking Bat fire-wateris hla heart’sdelight,
side uv her.*' ;
*;rr>
«
“ I know it. I ain’t nowhere side uv when the term dosed, as was said be- straight ahead now, and determined not Whether It cornea In the form of Bonrbon,
^rwaslbere our little hermit greV—
Robinson county, forty rod.alooboi,aqtafortia,
fore, Jim felt that she was farther from to look back.
His father taught him all he knew,
her.”
imv. _
wa
Or nitro-glyoerinewith a stick In it.
Adapting, like a cheerful sage,
him than ever. He saw, with the clearAnd he did look straight ahead— —Oil City Derrick.
His lessonsto the pupil s age.
ness of vision that is characteristic of Look? he stared, for just a second or
At five yean old, he snowed him flowen,
Taugbt Mmlbelr various names and powers
Jim did not wonder that her father and voung men in hifl state of mind, the two, and then went ahead, straight and
PITH AND POINT.
4fa*ht tfittblow upon a need,
mother were proud of her, nor that they hopelessness of any attempt to make fast. Up the slightiy-ascending
!
meadow
To say hfiprtyen and gttthe creed.
The wheel of time most get tired.
felt there was a vast difference between himself her equal in any respect, and Jennie was running toward the honse;
At ten, be lectured him ou herbs
him and hef. He thought there was then acted as a youth in his circum- and, not far behind her, was the 4-year- The best ’bus conductors— Ladies’
(Better than learning uqhur and vorbe),
himself, and he litlieved she did, for stances usuallv does. He intended to old lime-back,punning. It was fortun
/
f]
one day of the last summer, when he remain with Mr. Long until he was of ate for Jennie Long then that Jim was
Tis not usually a good omen to owe
Then talked of oysten full of pearls,
stumbled ou >to her flower-bed, she age, for he knew he could be of great near; and that he was “ big ” and strong men.
But not one word about the girls.
At fifteen yean, he turned his eyes
spoke sharply at him and, if he had not service to the farmer in the two years and brave. Jim was bent on getting beThe son that shines for all— A bootTo view the wonden of the skies
misunderstood her, called him a “ beg- that intervened between the present and tween Jennie and that mad brute, and
Called all the stan by their right names,
black.
that time. And he wished to repay the he conld not stop to find weapons. ‘ He
Aa you would call on John or James
And showed him sQ the signs above,
lie was careless and stupid, if she latter for his kindness to him.
rushed past her, and at that moment her ' Motto for cheap boarding-housee—
But not s whisper about love.
For the first few months of those two strengthgave way, and she fell 1 If Jim No piece repeated.
had said os much, he would have thought
And now his sixteenthyear was nigh,
it justifiable under the cironmstanoes. years he was apparently quite self-pos- had mado a mismove^— but he did not.
Money paid for a wig is like musical
And yet he had no‘, learned to sigh ;
But for her to speak in that way— as if sessed in his associationwith Jennie. With great dexterity he seized the ani concord, because its ha’r-money. n
his misfortune was his fault— made him Bnt that is all that can be said to his mal by the horns as it came np, and,
A grocer advertisesin the following
almost bate her. He did not answer credit. He broke down— utterly suc- putting forth all his strength, drew its terse manner: “Hams and cigars—
There were such things as girls below.
back, but the look he gave her kept her cumbed— before six months had passed, head with such force and suddenness to smoked and unsmoked.”
But now a tempest nged around—
The hermit’s llttlemertwas drowned—
from ever repeating that taunt, and also proposed, and— told Jennie he did not one side as to throw it down. Then,
Before Plevna 7,000 men, just the
Good-by, then} too, toot Philip's crop
from forgetting that she had once made blame her for not caring for him, and springing to where Jennie had arisen,
It did not leaVe a turnip top.
number brought from India to Malta,
hoped she would forgive him for offer- and stood unable to move from fright,
it
Poor Philip grieved, and his son, too—
were destroyed in thirty-threeminutes.
They prayed—they knew not what to do
Yet he continued to be the same care- ing such a poor creature as himself to he oanght her in his arms and bore her
If they were hermits, they must live,
The family of Mr. and Mrs. Jones
less ‘.‘Jim ” up to tthis winter morning. one like her; that he could not help it; to a place of safety over the wall.
And wolves have not much alms to give.
But when Mr. Long had administered that he felt he must know what he was
When Jennie oonld speak, she turnet consists of one boy and a girl. Jones
Now, la his native town, ho knew
thinks his life would be sweeter if he
his reproof and returned to the house to to her, and now he did know.
to Jim and asked, “ What if you hat
He had disciples—rich ones, toohad more lasses.
brush
the
meal
from
his
clothes,
the
Jim
had
discovered
Jennie
the
evenWBo rtouMUmblrthim beg^h vain,
been killed ?”
Bnt set tbe hermit up again.
There is a man in Pittsburgh who is
youth fell into a profound meditation, ing when he asked that question,sitting
“ Ob, there would have been a beggar
Bat what to do with his young son—
so
thin that a window- glass company
out
of
which
he
came
with
this
ejaculaon
the
bench
under
the
great
maple
less,
that’s
all,”
said
he,
and
walked
Pray tell me what you would nave done ?
there have hired him to cut glass with
Take him to town he was afraid,
tion: il
back of the house. There she left him, away.
For what if hsWhouldaee a maid
“I’ll do it!”
and went into the house; and there for a
An hour later Jim, in a deep reverie, his elbow-joint
In love, as sure ss he had eyes,
When the next term of school began, long time he remained after she had was sitting under the old maple. He
Then any quantity of sighs
A correspondentwants to know
Leave him at home? Tbe wolves, the bears—
there were two scholars from Farmer gone, sitting in her place, with a sensa- heard the mailing of a dress, the sonnd whether, consideringthe great utility of
Poor Philip had a father'sfears
Long’s.
tion at his heart unlike
e anythiig he had of approaching feet, and then Jennie’s the ocean, poets are not wrong in callin short, be knew not wbst to do,
Jennie and Jim.
ever before experienced.Not contented gentle call, “Jim?”
ing it a “ waste of water.”
Bat thought, st Us t, he’d take him, too ;
They went together; but separated to let “well enough” alone, he had
He arose and looked at her.
And so, with truly pious care.
A farmer whose cows were sick was
when they got there, for Jennie was in gore from the negative comfort of conHe counts his beads in anxloua prayer—
“Jim, do you— hate me?”
advised
to dose them plentifullywith
Intendedas s sort of charm,
in a higher department than Jim could jecture into the positive pain of cer“No, worse than that— for me.”
whisky. He did so, and was rewarded
To keep his darling lad from harm
enter. This was the first term the lat- tainty.
‘ Wt-rse
Then yon — don’t— feel with a choice variety of corned beef.
That is, from pretty ladles’ wiles,
Especially their eyes and emtlea—
ter had ever begun with a determination
The next morning he entered upon toward me as— as, you did once?”
Then bnuhqd his oust of sliver gray,
A person, asking a friend if he had
to learn. That he was so determined is his labors, with less encouragementthan
“No, for I love you more.”
And now yon see them on their way.
purchased
any flowers lately, was
proved by the answer be gave to his Jacob did upon his, after Laban’s sec“Truly, Jim?”
counterquestioned:
“If he meant that
It was a town, tbey all agree,
teacher on the first day of school, when ond promise. Less by os much as a re“Truly.”
Where there was everything to see,
as an inquiry with reference to boughtsue
asked
him,
among
other
things,
fusal
is
less
than
a
promise.
“Well, then you may read what I
Aa paintings, statues,and so on—
AU mat
that men love to look upon.
what he wanted to do; it was this: “I
And Jennie ? If her night’s rest had have written on this paper; but don’t any.”
Our little lad, yon may auppoae,
Epitaph on a tombstone in Pennsylwant ter git ter know ez much ez Jennie been less sweet and refreshing than open it till I get a long way off.”
Had never seen so many snows ;
Long does.”
usual, she showed no signs of it. She
He stands, with open mouth and eyes,
She handed him the paper and turned
Here lies the body of Andrew
IP
Like one Just fallen from the skies
How did he come out ? Well, he went appeared to be merrier than she had and walked in the direction of the
Hla mouth did stretch from eer to eer ;
Pointing at everything be see*—
been
for
some
time.
Early
in
the
day,
honse.
Jim
was
not
long
in
opening
Reader,
tread
lightly
o’er
hi*
head.
44 What's this? Wnat'a that? Oh, here, what’s
to school every term for three years.
For if he gapes, by gosh you’re dead
these?”
He studied evenings and all the time when she and her mother were engaged that note and reading:
At last he spies a charming thing
in
the
labors
of
the
household,
she
surA
girl,
hearing the lady of the house
Deab Jim
when not at work, during vacations.
That men call angel when they sing—
Den’t go away. Jennie.
prised
the
latter
very
much
by
a
“seaat
breakfast
request her husband to
Young ladg, when they speak in proee
By incessant devotion to his books
Nor
did the writer of it get a “long bring “Dombey and Son” with him
Jtteverybodv knows.
son
”
of
laughing—
a
season
of
very
viothrough those three years he was able
» ^ !/ n i r n 1
r
way” off before he overtook her.
when he came home to dinner, laid two
to master all the textbooks used iu that lent langhing.
Transported, mlshed at we sight,
'•«
When Jim and Jennie entered the extra plates on the dinner-tablefor the
“Jennie
I”
exclaimed
Mrs.
Long,
at
He feels a strange bat sweet delight.
institution.For the last two terms of
house together, a little later, Farmer supposed guests.
44 What's this ? What’s this ? Oh, heavens !” he cries,
his course, he was a member of Jennie’s last, dropping into a chair, “ What does
44 That looks so sweetly with Its eyes—
Long looked at them sharply for a moMrs. Mackay, wife of the bonanza
classes. He graduated when she did; ail you ?”
Oh, shall Icatchit? la it tame?
ment, and then, as if what he saw
Why,
mamma,
it’s
the
funniest
thing
J Wit Hit, father? What’s Its name?"
king, has over $250, 000 worth of jewelry,
and, in most of their joint studies, was
Foot Philip knew not what to say, 1 r
warranted him, he arose and also handed
—I’ve been proposed to.”
and, when she gets the toothache, she
marked several points above her.
But tried to tarn his eyes away ;
Jim a paper, saying as he did so:
“ Proposed to ? By whom ?”
He crossed himself and made a vow,
suffers just as much as the woman
How did Jim think he came ont ? Go“I slrd like ter have yeon look this whop* hraeeWg and diamonds came from
* Tls as 1 feared,all’s over now
“By Jim.”
ing
home
with Jennie that last day, after
Then, pnthee, have thy wits let loose ?
ere dookerment over’n see ef it is ker“By our Jim, Jennie?”
school had closed, he repeated the words
the 99-oent store,
It is a bird men call a goose.”
rect. I don’t want no mistake ’bout it
“
Owr
Jim,
mamma,”
44 A goose 1 Oh, pretty, pretty thing
Mr. Long had spoken three years be“Bob,” said a young fellow at the
And will It sing, too, will It sing ?
“ The foolish boy ! Of course you The place that jines mine was for sale ’n
fore : “ Y’ain’t nowhere side uv her ;”

FKlAK PHILIP.

iaoe was quite aa white
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at it in that light, he
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er to tell Jennie that night
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Exposition, “you are missing all the
And so it was. And that “docker sights on this side.” “Never mind,
young to think of marriage. Your
ever.
ment”
was made to run to James Fowler Bill,” retorted Bob, “I’m sighting all
father was 26 and I was 22 when we were
the misses on the other.” — Chicago
Had the “want ter git ter know,”
married. What did you tell him, Jen- and his he;rs.
with which be began, given place to a
Commercial Advertiser.
nie?”
IWO IMPORTANT PAPERS.
The First ArtificialPrecious Stones.
“want” less likely to be satisfied?
A staff commander was inspectingan
“ I told him— no!”
If Jennie had been aware that her
The
first precious stone reproduced,
English
yeomanry regiment on ontpest
“ That was right; only I hope you did
1‘ I don’t know what I shall dew with
own views concerning the result of their
not only in its appearance but its real duty. “‘What are you doing there, my
not hurt his feelings any more than was
that ere boy,” said Farmer Long to his rivalry— if it was such— coincided with
necessary.I trust he will forget all nature, and in all its oomponent parts, man?” he asked a vedette. “Mackin’
Wife, as they sat by the lire that winter Jim’s she probably would not have exis the lapsis-lazuli,the sapphire of the adanged fuleot mysel’, sir.” ‘.‘How
about it soon—”
morning. “He’s more harum-Bkarum pressed herself as she did to her mothancients, not to be confounded with the so?” “Why. I should be at hoam
“What, mamma?”
than that State’sreform-schoolboy was. ” er, that evening, when thev two were
sapphire of our modern jewelers. This carry in’ hay.” His heart was not in
“ I mean, Jennie, that I hope he will
“ Wey, father, have patiencewith him alone. “I suppose,” said she, “he
untransparent stone, of a magnificent that parade.
see how foolish he has been, and forget
for the tako of his folks. I think there’s thinks he has done a wonderful thing ;
azure-bine color, was most highly prized
A boy from New York went into the
all about you before he goes away.”
something in Jim that will surprise yon, but I don’t. If I had studied and studby the ancient Hindoos, Assyrians, Per- country visiting. He had a bowl of
“ Oh, certainly—I hope he will— will
one of these dava.”
ied and studied as he has, I should have
forget— and— see how it is before then. sians, Jews, Egyptians,Greeks, eta; bread and milk. He tasted it, and then
“ I dunno whether he’ll snpprise me been far ahead of the great— greatand this irrefragably relates the errone- hesitated a moment, when ’ his mother
He’s poor, you know— very poor. I— I
enny more’n he has er not Last spring giant. But of course I don’t oare a fig
told him so. I wanted to— help— him ous theory of some archaeologists that asked him if he didn’t like it, to which
lie made drfkeve he knowed all ^bout abont it, mamma.”
the ancients were unable to distinguish
he replied, smacking his lips: “Yes,
for— forget, aa you say, and so I said in
tiling down sap, ’nd supprised me by
Whether Jennie’s remarks indicated
the blue color. When pulverized, this
ma, I was wishing our milkman would
case I married, in the course of twenty
burnin’ the bottom uV the sap-pan eout, a happy frame of mind or not, might be
stone fomishes the surpassinglybeautior twenty-five years, I should probably
keep a cow.”
*nd settin’the sap-house on fire. Last a question. ‘ But without question she
ful ultramarine color with which the
wed a very rich man; and then I shouldn’t
Full many a Jim of poorest razor
’'Summer he broke more tools in hayin’ used
very happy word when be any trouble to my— hna— husband; artists of the middle ages delighted to
e’en the deep, unfathomed caves of barvtune than all the rest uv ns together, she spoke of Jim as
giant,
paint the mantle or gown of the Virgin
iiad, dear me I Yeou’d orter seen him for
mighty youth. but that I shouldn’t do for a poor man Mary, although they had to pay the bers bear; full many a flour is burned
at all”
when baked unseen, and wastes its
3ig pertaters last fall I I’ll venture he Jennie was really petite. She knew it;
most extravagantprices for the pigment,
“Well, Jennie, I do sincerely wish which they always charged in the bills wheatneis, owing to the carelessnessof
out everythin!one in tew— struck at ’em but it did not trouble her that those
ez ef hef was splittin’rock-maple logs. girls who were familiar with her called that he may soon oare aa little for you aa of those who had ordered a sacred pict- the cook, who leaves it in the oven while
you do for him.”
’Nd neow he’s broke my best three- tineo her “ Little Jennie Long.”
ure from them. Borne fifty or sixty she stands ont at the fence, telling
Hubb’s 000k how Mr. Tobb’s 000k is
As
the
months
passed
away,
MrSb
pitchfork, some way, a feedin’ thooattel
Jim knew that he was of great stature
years ago, Gmelin,theGerman ehemist,
He’s only 16 y’r old. Ef he does this in for his age ; and was a little sensitive on Long, watching Jim, concluded that he disoovered that this most beautiful of going to have her bonnet trimmed.
the green tree, what in nater ’ll he dew that point I don’t think he fancied be- had not suffered much by the rejection bine colors oonld be artificially produced New York Graphic.
in the dry?”
ing called “ Big Jim,” and it may have he Lad received. The lund-hearted by heating argillaceousearth with soda,
Hartford Times: A little 5-year-old
After these remarks about the boy he been his aversion to that name that ao- woman was glad to think it was so. Oon- snlphur and carbon; and, now tnat boy, residing with his parents in the
had t?ken to keep until he was of age, counted for his blushing so deeply one sidering Ml things, the less attraction Gmmet, the French chemist, has practi- Cheney block, was asked by a lady a few
the farmer started for the barn. He was morning of his last term, when he had her daughter had for the young fellow cally introduced this process, Europe days since for a kiss. He immediately
bending over the great meal-chest,just taken his seat at the opening of the the bettor.
manufacturesannually about 100,000,- oomplied, bnt the lady, noticingthat the
inside the barn-door,as a tandem team school Some mischievousboys had
Jennie also, hoping as we may sup- 000 pounds of this pigment, most of little fellow drew his hands across his
was turning around the corner of the written a stanza on the blackboard— pose that Jim, for the sake of his peace which is produced in Germany.— /^pu- lips, remarked, “Ah, but you are rubharm This team consisted of a wild which was on the wall that faced the of mind, would outgrow his affection for lar Science Monthly for September,
bing it oft” “ No, I ain’t,” was the
wearling steer, and the bey, Jim Fow- seats— and written in such a large hand her, after a little while, decided that he
quick rejoinder;“ I’m rubbing it in 1”
A party of serenadershalted on
ler. The “team” was on the “dead” that every scholar oonld read it from had. She was very glad of it And yet
“ Is the doctor in?” asked an anxioussun. The youth had bold of the steer’s where he sat This is a copy of the there was a tinge of melancholy in the Boundary street, .the other night,
touched the light guitar, and struck up, looking young man, as he paused half
tail with his left hand, and held aloft a lofty verse that the teacher hastened to discovery. She was glad for his sake,
way up the stairs leading to the doctor’s
ihilking-Btool in his right
erase, as soon as she discovered what because he had suffered so ; but it was— with great feeling, “ Come where my
office.
“ No, I guess not,” replied the
Mr. Long was unaware of danger; the scholars were langhing at:
abstractly considered— a very solemn love lies dreaming.” and then a great
person addressed, “ bnt yon can leave an
bush-headed
wretch,
48
years
old,
with
and, when something struck him, and
thought that so strong an attachment
But on* dare* write -what everyone knows—
order on the slate.” M Well, I guess Ig
That several Itttlefellows fret,
immediatelyhe found himselt on lii»
was so ahoit-lived. Not that she would a beard like a thicket, leaned ont of the
would hardly have time to wait.” “ Is w
Because a chance they never get
back in the meal-chest, his first thonght
have had it last longer in this particular window and said, in a loud, coarse, unTo walk aud talk with Jennie Long.
it a very urgent case?” “Well, yes,”
feeling
manner,
“Young
gentlemen,
yon
was of an earthquakeor a tornado, or
case— 0, no ; but there might come a
Who hinders them ? Big Jlm-theatrong.
the young man said, “ rather urgent, I
He 00 Hit’s with her, aud with her goes ;
other dread outbreak of foioes. He
time when she should want to know that mistake; she isn’t dreaming. Far from
AAd thinks she wants him to, I ’apoae.
think. Just as I started away from home
the one who had so great a regard for her htr be it to dream, or even sleep. She’s
•emerged from the chest just in time to
my youngest brother was falling ont of a
sitting
on
the
back
porch,
with
her
feet
When
Jim’s
eye
caught
that,
his
face
aee ms lime-backed steer pass on into
was to have it forever. But what was
second-story
window.”
the stable, and Jim Fowler arise, half- turned very red, as red as— Jennie’s.
she to expect
Was Jim a fair sample in a tub of cistern water, drinking iced
lemonade and fighting mosquitoes with
The youth that wrote that poem of mankind in this respect?
stunned, from the floor.
A New York physician has made the
“ Yeou young scamp !” he thundered, “dared” to write it; but he did not
If Farmer Long had been an observ- a palm-leaffan, and she isn’t dressed for
discovery that “ not one person in three
company.
Sing
something
true.”
But
dare
to
make
himself
known.
ing
man,
during
these
days
he
would
“yeou’ll murder somebody yit— er— er
Of course it was nothing bnt “ boy’s have seen coming into Jim’s 'face some- ere long he ceased to speak, the summer has legs of equal length, and that the
I shall, ef yeau don’t stop yer dumbed
play,” but Jim felt that he was near thing that could not have failed to re- night was still .the front yard was number of left legs longer than they
work.
The boy did not laugh at the miller- enough to being a man to look at it mind him of the time when the youth’s empty, and the voice of the harp no more oeed be is nearly double that of the
right”
like appearance of the man. His own from a man’s stand-point. AnJ, look- mother and Mrs. Long were girls, and awoke the night in melody. — Burdette,
Oh. come, come quickly, let ns ran ;
Tbst's a good father,catch me one !
We’ll take it with us to our cell—
Indeed ! indeed, I’ll treat it well !”

and thonght they were truer

a
he was a

uaw

than

told him, kindly, that you were both too

I’ve hot it. This ere’s the deed on’t.”

a

—

f
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NATURAL HISTORY.
THE ASCENT OP S AP.
pieory as to the rapid asoent of
sap in the tissues of plants has recently
been brought forward by M. J. Boehm.
It is based upon the elasticity of cells. He
states that “ when the surface cells of a
plant have lost a portion of their water
through evaporationthey are somewhat
compressed by the air-pressure. Like
elastic bladders,however, they tend to
resume their original form, which is only
possible by their taking in air and water
from without Since moist membranes
are little penetrable by air, the outer
cells draw from the cells which are further in a portion of their liquid contents. These, in turn, borrow from
their neighbors further down, which
contain more water, and so on, either to
the extreme root cells or to those parts
of the stem which are supplied with
water from below through root press-

A

barrel of copperas would weigh probably 800 pounds, and can bo purohased, at wholesale price, for cents
per pound, ' and every family ought,
especiallyin warm weather, to have a
supply of it on hand. A couple of
handfuls of copperas thrown into a
bucket of water will soon dissolve, and
it can then be used freelv, and is a valuable disinfectant.The best plan is to
fill a half barrel or keg with water and
suspend within it a moderate-sized
basket full of copperas. In this way it
dissolves more rapidly than when thrown
to the bottom of the wooden vessel, and
thus a supply is always at hand ready
for use.”

-

Prompt Reform of Bodily SvlU. •
The prompt reform of those bodily evils,

Around the North and South Poles.
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The

question whether it is possible
that there can be at all times or at any
time anything in the form of an open
polar sea seems to be virtually settled,
and in the most unsatisfactorymanner
ure.’
imaginable. From the observationsof
Count Wilezek, in 1871, and Weyprecht
FECUNDITY OF THE QUEEN BEE.
and Payer, in the following year, and
Baron Berlepscb, in several different
from those of Dr. Hayes, in 1861, and
experiments made to find out how many
Oapt. Nares, in 1875 ’6, it is evident
eggs are daily deposited by the queen
that the polar b&sin is neither open sea
bee, discovered that she laid 1,604 eggs
nor continuous ice, but a fatal comproin twenty-four hours, as the result of
mise between the two; and there seems
the first. In the second, she deposited
now to be only two plans— one nearly as
on an average 1,913 daily for the space
hopeless as the other— to choose be1
of twenty days. On the third one, an
tween in any future attempt to reach the
ave
North pole— either to establishpermasame
nent stations, as proposed by Lieut.
_____ ...
Weyprecht, and already initiated at one
She was seen by him to deposit six eggs
point by Capt. Tyson and Capt. Howin one minute. A writer in the National
gate, and to seize the opportunityof
Live Stock Journal states that a gentlerunning north in the early autumn from
man told him, at the Illinois State Fair,
the station where the sea appears most
that he had known a queen to deposit an
open, or to run as far north as possible,
average of 3,800 eggs daily for several
at enormous expense, with a great force
days. As to his own experience,he had of men and abundance of provisionsand
known 1,500 eggs to be deposited withkerosene oil, and push northward during
in the short space of four hours.
the Arctic winter by a chain of com-
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Departments, have bought over 11,000.

Wilhoft’s Tonic

!— Unfailing and
Intalljblz !— This great Chill Tonic cures
Chills without the interventionof doctors and
their bills. No consulting visits— no prescriptions to be filled— no huge bills, entailing pecuniary embarrassments,added to loss of
health. It is the friend of the poor man, because it enables him to earn a living, and of
the rich, because it prepares him to enjoy his
wealth. This great boon to mankind is cheap,
safe

and prompt. Whexloce, Finlay A

A Wonder

for
it is

;

Ijree. Address

1877.— Vmm*. Fbuje*: I
you M
‘1 eta. for two boxes of Uraoe's Salve. I have
had two and have uiw d Umraoo an uloer^otun^f
ootj and

«i n
FOWlik

caused by operationsin the factory, dye-house,

It

or printing office.Only 25 cents a box.

The Celebrated
“Matchless"
Wood Tag Plug

$10

ANT
in

°

STuimo ur,f-iDA.£Ar!NOVELTIES

$26

Outfit

Free

"

_

_

Kstabllshednearlyfifty years.
cnoicestIn toe world— Importenr
T
A S •pricre- i*nreh*6orep*n jr^n 'Amerloa1«•taple article—pleains rerybody— Trade oonllnoally
creaaTnf-Agents wanted eyerywhereT-beat indnoe-

E

Chicago

For their especialaccommodation,
where prices are
mode aa Inducement to aU Oaah Purohaawa.

_

P. ,0
O. Box 1*7
“ noB’T°WKi!fi? dSVSWkt rjP¥ubr

THE “ POISON UPAS ” TREE.
BUEIm COOK Ac HEIXAH,
Tobacco.
211 aad 213 JHadtoon8trcet« Okie ago, III.
Among the numerous fictions regard- uge huts. But little progress has been
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
made during the past quarter of a oentIWNo Old Goode. Stock Katlrelj New and pur
ing the animal and plant world that still
New York, Boston and Chicago.
chased for 4,'aal
an.
ury in the actual
aotual investigationof
of the
go to form the staple of “ popular sciconditions of the Antarctic regions.
If there is anything in this life that
ence ” compilationsfor the village libraFrom information derived from all will give one a foretaste of hell, as some reprery, that regarding the pestiferous exhasources up to the present,it may be sent it, that thing ia Neuralgia. It ia the relations from the “poison upas” is
finement of torture. Bat there is a simple and
prominent. The erroneous and exag- gathered that the unpenetrated area of inexpensiveremedy for it. Johnson's Anodyne
4,700,600square miles surrounding the
gerated statements respecting the upas
Liniment enhffed up into the head will give
South pole is by no means a continuous
tree iAntiaris toxicaria)ore due to a
instant relief.
Dutch surgeon, Dr. Foersoh, who cir- continent, but consists much more probably partly of a series of continental Fob upwards of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
culated them about the close of the last
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
century. The tree was described as islands, bndged between and combined with never-failingsuccess. It corrects acidity
and
covered
to a depth of about 1,400
“growing in a desert tract, with no
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates Stead, ^ addrvM 8. J. Oilmor*. Land Cotu'r.Sallna, KiuiM.
feet by a continuous ice cap.
the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
other plant near it for the distance of
whether arising from teethingor other cause a.
ten or twelve miles. Oriminals conAn old and well-tried remedy. 25 eta. a bottle.
demned to die were offered the chance
Torpedoes.
of life if they would go to the upas tree
Pure, rich blood gives us health, long
Daily and Weekly, Quarto,
There is a generallyreceived but
and collect some of the poison. They
life and a “green old ago," but how few pay
erroneous notion that the torpedo is a
BOSTON, MASS.
any attention to the state of their blood?
were furnished with proper directions,
modern invention, and that daring the Parsons' Purgative Pills make new, rich blood,
and armed with due precaution,but not
recent hostilities in the East it was for and taken one a night for three months will ^The Largest,ChMjNnt and^Beet Family Newipyjorhi
two out of every twenty ever returned.”
varied tastes and reouiromentaof the home cirele. AU
the first time employed in actual wax- change tho blood in the entire system.
the foreign and looaf news publishedpromptly.
Dr. Foersoh states that he obtained his
fare. As long ago to thejl5thof August,
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
information from some of the survivors
O per annum In advance.
1777, a boat was blown to pieces and the breath,use Brown’s Camphorated Saponawho had been lucky enough to escape,
[6 copies to one addreu, $7<ftO per
nearly all its crew killed by the acci- ceous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cento a bottle.
annum In advance.
although the ground was strewn with
dental explosion of a torpedo which had
SEND
FOR
BAMPLR COPY.
the skeletons of their predecessors; and
)een used in an attempt made by the
IMPORTANT N OTICE.— Farm ere, Fninlsuch was the virulence of the poison Americans against the English man-ofllee and Others oan purchase no remedy equal to Dr.
that there are no fish in the waters,
war Oerberns. In 1805 a brig, which TOBIAH' VENETIAN LINIMENT, for the core of
nor has any rat, mouse or ether lad been anchored off Deal, England, Cholera,Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cronp. Oollc and Seavermin been seen there; and when any
for the purpose of experiments in subbirds fly near the tree, so that the efflu4 2.50 (0 $6,000.
marine explosions,was destroyed in the
via reach them, they fall dead, a sacripresence of Mr. Pitt and a large confice to the poison.” These statements,
'SETH
course of spectatorsby a torpedo conhaving been quoted by Dr. Darwin in his
taining 170 pounds of powder. Prewithout it Thousand*of Certificates
can be seen at
“ Botanic Garden,” were thence dissemviously, in 1797, a machine had been
inated through Europe. The upas is a
Depot, 42
designed by which, to use the inventor’s
Murray street. New York.
tree often attaining a height of over 100
own words, he proposed “ to impart to
tBUNWILL.WXAftVUls
feet, and found native in the islands of
carcases of gunpowder a progressive
v

«oi

j.

known to all Oaah Bunn of Boots and Shoes la the
Western country that we have establisheda

Cash House

CHEW

_

J9

Addrses BAXTER k CO., Bankers, 17 Wall 81,1*. Y.

Price 2ft cents a box at alidruotata. or sent bv mall
on receipt of 3ft centa. Prepared by NKTII \V»
HUNS. HO garrison AvevRo|ton.|Jasa.

WE W

BUT

i

.lalamaaqo.Mlch._8end lor^Jogmal.

the Workshop.—

Burns, Scalds,Poisoned Skin and Eruptions

3S

JtiUi/neJi Cl__ __

J J
27,

sent

a ready remedy for acci

MONTH— AGENTS WANTED—

$350

GRACE'S SALVE

dents such as Cuts, Braises. Ooutnsed Wounds,

ice-built ref-

Buckeye

A

w 7F »
Jonesvuxe, Mich., Deo.

Every mechanicshould have at baud a box of
Grace’s Salve, as

.

WANTED

Co.,

Proprietors,New Orleans.
For sale by all Druggists.

deposi

municatingstations, with

$2 Seven Shot

enfeebled digestion,incomplete assimilation,
inactivity of the liver,kidneys and bladder, as
well as of the nervous symptoms which these
ailments are especially prone to beget, is always accomplished by the use of Hostetler’s
Stomach Bitters,a medicine accredited by
physicians, pronounced pare by analysts, and
ome and agreeable. °Surely
eminently wholesome
.....
such a restorativei is
is preferable to unpalatable
and indigestiblemmineral
_____ drags and unsanctioned nostrums.Tho nation at large assur
edly thinks so, Judging by the unprecedented
demand for the article from Maine to the
Pacific, a demand now supplementedby immense orders for it received from tropical
America, Mexico, the British and Spanish
colonialpossessionsand elsewhere. Both at
home ana abroad it is recognizedas a standard
remedy and preventive, the decisivenessof its
effects recommendingit everywhere.

.

New Rich
health, If

Blood

!

euoh a thing hejojwtble.^

STAV!
PhPnriTi|

KfrstS

Tftarn

Awarded MjJiett prist nt CentennialRiporitlon fo*
pit ehruing qtaliliet and enwOMCS Mitf elm*
aeitr of tvotUning and flavoring, the hwt tobaoo*
ever made. Aa our blue (trip trade-mark ( eloeeh
Imitatedo:i Inferior pood*. »oe that J-udtton't Beat W
?. Hold by all denier*.
dealer*.Send fbwnmpl*
on every jilucf.
free, to C.
A (In.. MM., Pi-tersburs.

BOSTON TRASSCRIPT

A.

:

Make Hens Lay

.

ufSt
CondmoV Powd'ereare VbSlntely pure
and Immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will make
hens lay like Sheridan'sCondition Powders. Dose, one
Leaspoonfulto one pint food.
that ' Rheriderfe

Bangor, Maine.

THOMAS

CLOCKS

a™

the Indian Archipelago.The stamens motion under water

to a given point and

Kstahllatifd 1HA.1.

KEEP GOOD
TIME.

CONSUMPTION,

and pistils arc found on separate flowers there explode them,” and which, thereon the same tree, or, bot&nioally speak- fore, contained the germ of the present
Bronchitis, General Debility.
ing, the plant is monoecious. The tree
fish torpedo.
belongs to the natural family Artocar
pace £e, the plants of whioh almost all
Mrs. George Dixon went to Mr.
abound in juices that are deleteriousto Dameron, a Cincinnati dentist, to have Hypophosphites— Fellows’ Compound
a high degree; although it inoludes an aching tooth pulled. He extracted
Syrup of Hypophosphites.
many that are extremely useful to man the wrong tooth. She went away very
IstheOldBeliableConMiitratedXyr
u *
Aa this preperetlon1* entirely different In lt» combinain many ways; among these, for instance, angry, and on the followingday, when tion and effects trom all other remedies <»lled Hypothe famous cow tree, which yields a rich he said “Good morning” to her in the phosphites,the publicare cautioned that the genuine
baa he name of Felhici <t Co. blown on the bottle. The
and wholesome milk; the Fiona Indioa, street, she retorted, “Ton'd better say eisnaturn of the Inventor, James I. Fellow*, la written Dlrectlnn*accompanylnff each oan for making Hard,
red ink acroe* each label, and on the yellow wrapSoft and Toilet Soap QVh KI.Y.
which produces gum shellac; Ficus good moaning to my tooth.” At that he with
uer in water-mark,which 1* aeen by holding the paper
IF 18 FULL WFJOBT AAV flTREA’aW.
Oarica, producingfigs; Morns, or mtil- lost his temper and choked her, but she befoi
____ re the
......
light.
Tho market ia flood ad with (wwwllad) (Vurentrated
berry tree, etc. Tho. upas tree, when pnlled ont part of his beard and had him
Lye, ’which la adulteratedwith aalt and roaln, and >ron
make loop,
pierced, exudes a milky juice which eon- arrested.
1* adapted for dlseaeeewhich ere producedhr loea of
SAVE MOXEr, AND BUY THE
nervous powerand conoequent muscular relaxation, vlx.
tains an acrid, virulent poison, called
CT
Consumption, Bronchitl*.Asthma, Whooping Cough,
..iwards to America ut Pari*.
antiarin. This, when dried, forms
Aphonia. Cough, NervouaneM, Mental DepreMlon, Neu- -Nervous DebilThe cable announcesmost of the prizes won
poison , in which the naFtfver and Ague,
ration Dl*ea»e*
tives dip their arrows. As specimens at Paris. The Howe ftoale 0«. mast feel satisMADK ,87 THE' ,
.,s
of the tree have long been cultivated fied with their share. They take the gold medal
(the highest award), the silver medal in class
Pennsylvania Salt Manuf'g Co.,
in botanic gardens, the reports regard- 68 (the only award to any scale manufacturer),
PlfUiA DELPHI A.
ing its venomous exhalationsare known ana the bronze medal in class 64 (the highest SlOc., postpaid:
to be as. erroneous as those will be some in that class.
BOLD
day that at present ascribe to EucalypAnother Fat Man Reduced.
tus the power of emitting febrifugeexH. A Kufus, dealer in dry goods, Woodhull,
halations. The mistaken nttion that
HI., writes Botanic Medicine Co., Buffalo,
long connected this noxious property N. Y., June (223. 1878 : “ Gentlemen: Please
with the upas arose from the fact that find inclosed 95.00, for which send me, by exthe tree occaaio* ally grows in certain low press, Anti-Fat. X have token one bottle and I
this
valleys in Java, rendered unwholesome lost five and one-quarterpounds.’
n CIVILIZATION'S CROWNING
by an escape of carbonic-acidgas from
CONVENIENCE
Old tfgff do&l nM prevent you from
crevices in the ground, and emitted in
la Roee'i Name Writing.Fapcr
being cured of your Heart Disease. Mr.
HUtchlag nod Darning Atttchsuch a quantity as to be fatal to animals
ment for Sewing Macblnea.Iu
own work U IU Uongret pralaa.
that tyjripach too closely. These poiPrice •!. Aak a Sewing Mahy this terrible disease. Many patent m*sonous valleys are connected with the
chine Healer. Special attachtrmme hare been imposed upon the tnthU*
had umkI Dr. Crave.' HEART REGULATOR.
each
kind of--machine;
men for—
-----numerous volcanoes of the island. Ac- Yhare1 need
Mwter the pretension that they would mre
Itfor four mmiths '.the pi
^ “
iu ordering,name the machine.
the disease, hut in almost nU eases they have
cording to Beinwardt^s^ptoonB vapors
Agenta wanted. ^
R. M. ROSK. .
proved failures. The disease seemed abeo~
Snn Building,New York.
hwety intmmbte smM -fHV JfffMwfD*mlop>
craters of some of these volcanoes as to
on accomplished physician,
Bad would advise
lo oaeit lamjMveoty
thorough eaoamlnatloa of the d
cause the death of a great number of
much study and menu expo

CAUTION!

SAPONJFIER

FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIH6,

t

FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITES

I

:
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-

j

a.

SaponifieR
,

;

_______

_______

dSagBagfttea

l

_ _

tigers, birds

and

insects, while,- in

although there is no doubt as to its inherent ppisooens nature, has had to
bear the reprotoh really due to tilcanoes hnd their products.
DisinfectingFoul Pieces.

Newt

tosti-

“"Mm

REGULATOR

m3&

-

rauroo

auto are usually

and unworthy

of notice.

Sprains find Bruises.
Chilblains, Frost Bites, Striughall, Windfalls,
Scratches or Greiuc, Fool lint in Sheep,
Chapped Hands.
Foundered Feet,
Flesh Wounds,
Roup in Puultn',
External Pois(ma,
Cracked Ilruls,
Sand Cracks,
Epizootic,
Galls of all kind*,
Lime Back.
Sitfast, Ringbone
Hemorrhoid" or Piles,
Poll Evil,
Toothache,
Swellin
Swellings, Tumors,
Rheumatism,
Garget in
Spavins, Swivne
Swit-nev,
Cracked
. xd Teats,
Fistula, Mange.
Callous, Lamentfs*, Caked Breasts,
Horn Distcm
sraper. Sore Niiuilo*** b
Crownscabi, Guittor, Curb, Old Sore..
Foul IHcers, rarevt 11 ’ Corns, Whlllou .,
AIkcss of the Udder, Crsmpi, Boil*,
Swelled
Weakness of the Joints
Contract loh of Mu-.de*.

Cows,

1

Legs,
Thrush, !

Xfrchsnt's (••rgllng Oil is thif ntundard
the United
Liniment of the
_____States.
..... Large, sizr,
$i ; medium, 50c; small, sjc. Small vise lor
family use. 250 Manufactured. at Lockport,
N. Y., by Merchant**Gargling Oil Company.
.

JOHS HODOE,

ta-’y.

ANTI-LEAN,

nlete— b^it

In

t

nounce.d his note celebrated ret

iMrk^t. Hubert M*rchautown,

_

^

^

&7Tm40b.,

r

la.
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Ledger, XHticsgo, PL

IRE EDREKl SPEOfflC.
O.

EVERY. HOC- Be highly commends G,
and says: “l hate. tuMnlerest in Utr matter
persenul to myself, but, having tested the
$1,51)0 to

$3,000 A

YEAR.
tod.

. What ooata 4
Catalogue frtt.
t-.BootoD,Maaa.

when used os directed.

^pslwssillsj
scientific

--- ------ ,
** I advise farmers to keep a
supply of the remedy on hand at
man,

au

as the /specific

bert known dMnfertnnta ia
fashioned 1 copperas, ’ or sulphate of w noU gond Ten Cents, and get three spediron, which can be had very cheap. A I men copied. Address, The Ledger, Chicago, Hi,

to the public.
led, and
sad proved t^yoad *U dooM.
It tow been detaonttrstod.
1
that on a post mortem e
advanced Ini life,
11
end who
other oreshio dlaeaae than Uoruumptlon. ihat
In period a of
ol Mfe they were i

a

forajed > cloetria
Isr flepoett,and

times*99
*f?***l9*0%. K»f

u

,

Vo not Ut your hogs
buhitvS for this suae: VO

at.

old- M AWriINGS! IHHI
will yon read when the even-

Incresse healthy flrek^ndfnRicIs.

The success of this remedy hde been n>onderful. Mt has eared the hoys from the
cholera wherever used.
Mr.
Hardesty, o Canton^fih,had
of the

if

jdtfvB profctoss of
gjdious foe to life and- health. Scrofula,
arrested by the aid of Bcovill’b BloI
Liter Syrup, a botanic depurent
the system of every ttrace of sot
ires eruptive
1 a tainted
conditio*
_________
, of the
blood. Among the malsdies which it remedies
are white Bwelling.salt rhemn, carbuncles,
hilionsnesa. the diseases incident to women,
gbnt and rtienmatism.

What

FOR

Scalds,

.

______

The Scientific
attention to
the importance at this season of getting
rid of all vile: smells about dwellings,
and makes this practical suggestion:
“ The article commonly used to disinfect
foul places is chloride of lime, bat in
The Ohicaoo Ledger is the o^ly rereality it is not of much value. It may,
liable Story Paper published in the West, and
and generallydoes, remove bad smells,
is sold for Wf the price of Eastern pipers of
le cause still remains, as the oblobnt the
the same kind. Three
ride
any address for Ten
tions. r

-

sale by druggistsat 50 cents and $1 per

—

i« r.ooi>

Burn* uud

i,

some

cases, the riven and lakes axe *o charged
with sulphuric aoia that no fish can exist in tiiem. The upas tree, therefore,

Yrllorv Wrapper for Animal and White lor
Hi
Human Flesh.

E

S

.

Gargling Oil Liniment

money

order

—

-

-

.....

The price

.

VSsMVMsBfSriotno co
t:hlraga,III.
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The dr eat English 'liemedy

RADEKE & SON,

!

GRAY’S

Wholesale Dealers

SolentifloFanning.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

G.

One

of the greatest mistakes of the

western farmer

is

that he cultivates too

We

The amount annually
to cultivate too

much

would more than pay for all of the
fertilizers needed to keep up the acme of
farms. “Poor lands”

generally means exhaustedland,

which

is

i.

e.,

necessary to restore its wasted

vitality,

and by applying the knowlege gained in
this study, the land

from

may

0

may be

own manures
is

if

G.VAN PUTTEN
Holland, Ang.

rule, will furnish its

raise

wheat when

to

has been worn out by corn or other crops,

and

vice vena.

We

and we should feed on the land be-

by doing so we arc

returning to the

land what was extracted from

by the
crops we feed. It is useless to war
against nature, and if we run to one crop
for any great length of time nature will

at

ment necessary

to

should

make

its

NEW

PRICKS,

Hay and Manure Forks,

Com

Planters, Rakes, Hoes,
Also a complete stock of

General Hardware,
STOVES

it

production.

The deep rooted

clover or alfalfa will

pump from

crops and leave it on the surface ready

for the assimilationof plant

COOK

low the example.
The sun’s heat drives away the moisture of the earth and plants start

up with

1

o’clock

HENRY

a. m

.

ERICH.

WI

tt-Sm

hand

Mothers Read This

at the

Sarsaparilla,

thence south eighty rods, thence ea«t forty rods to
>lace of beginning,containingtwenty aerrs of
and, at the front door of the Conn House, in the
city of Grand Haven, in said Ottawa County. Michigan, on Saturday, the 14th day of

De-

cember. 1878.

And

VANUERVEEN.

15,

1877.

THOMAS U. BIGNELL. Mortgagee.

DYSPEPSIA,

GIVE US A CALL.

at one o'clock in the afternoon,

Dated, Grand Haven, August 26. 1878.

LITER COMPLAINT

Holland, April

SCHOUTEN'S

DR.

A Fresh Stock of

GROCERIES

of said day, to pay the sum due on said mortgage
with Interestand costs includingan attorney fee
of twenty-fivedollarsprovided for in said mortgage.

la acknowledged to be the best and most
reliablepreparation now prepared for

o

respectfullysolicit a share of your patronage.
Old metals taken In exchange.

J.

of

W*8®

Lowing A Cross, Attorney*

for Mortgagee.

Is

offered to the Public »nd will be sold
for

BOOT,

P.

8P-13w

OppositeH. Meyer A Co’a Furniture Store.

Purifying the Blood.

for

This preparationIs compoundedwith
great cure, from the beet selected

LAGER BEER

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

SWEET’S HOTEL

Dock,

Stillingia, Dandelion,

Wild

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T,H,LYON, - - - Proprietor,

13

ALWAYS

this Store.

FT

Cherry, and other

OUST

Valuable Remedies.

Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nutsf
and a full line of staple Groceries can always be found at

DIR,

A.

Respectfullysoliciting a share of yonr trade,
you are invited to call and *ee for yourself.

Prepared only by

Announcement.

Special

Cheap

Cash by

The Celebrated Cincinnati

4-6m

ready

other in the wild state, and we should fol-

1

CHILDREN CRY FOR

- --

We

other crops act chemically on what is al-

on the surface, thereby rendering
soluble and availablewhat was of no use
before. Change is essential to success.
One kind of weeds or grass succeeds an-

0 to

Gfunn Rapids, Mich.

Cheap Cash

of the best manufacturers.

and

food,

1

1st

the

depths, below the sustenance for other

Lunch from

If you want a sale, sure and reliable medicine
following describedLots In tho City of
for your chidren, for diarrhoea,flux, summer com
Holland, I will sell at the followine prices.
Store
mer complaint, dysentery, and all diseasessimilar
Lot », Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition$175
to that— use
each ; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot tt, Block 11, South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. t, 5 A 6 In Block
E.
J.
25, as organized plat near the id. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $800 each.
Also 6 lota West of First avenue at$125each. The
Sale.
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lot* \ 10, 11, 12, 18, and 14, in Block T'kEFAULThaving been made in the conditions
E, Lots 2, 4, 5 and j in Block H. The above will JL/ of a certain mortgage bearingdate the First
be sold on long credit and small payments down. (1st) day of July, A. D. 18T2, given by MargaretJ.
Munger, then of the town of Grand Haven, Ottawa
Apply to,
Hundreds of Mother* will testify as to the value
County, Michigan,to Thomas U. Bignell, of the
M. D. HOWARD.
same place, ana recorded In the office of the Regis- of this preparation, not only in the above named
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan,the
but in so many diseases to which
day of July, 1872, in Liber X of Mortgages, on children are subject,
page 425; and upon
apon which mongage
mongage there is
now claimedto be due at the present date for
IT.
principal and interest the sum of one hundred and
eleven dollars and fifty-fivecents ($’.11.55), and no
suit or proceedingat law or equity having been In
stituted to recover said debt or any part thereof;
It does not only check diarrhcea,dysentery, sum
Now, therefore,Notice it hereby given, that by vir- mer complain, etc., bnt it cures griping and wind
tne of a P'
power of sale contained in said mort- colic, regulates the bowels, corrects acidity and
gage and the Statute in snch case made and pro- irregularitiesof the stomach, bowels at d liver,
vided, the said mo igage will be foreclosed By a quiets the nerves,allays InternalIrritation,Inpale at public vendue^ the mortgaged premises, vigorates the digeetive organs, and gives tone to
describedin said mortgage,to-wit: All that cer the whole system. It helps nature by assisting
lain piece or parcel of land situate and being in dentition— aiding digestion and checking tho greeiv
the Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and evacuations which are so troublesomeand danger
described aa follows,to wit: commencing fifty rod* oua during that period of infancy. Address,
west from the south-east corner of section eleven
R. A. SCUOUTEN, M. D.
(11) town (7) north of range s'xteen (15) west and
Holland, Michigan.
running north eighty rods, thence west forty rods,

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to.

nature a co worker

with us in our efforts.

Liquors.

The Gray Medicine Co*
No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
E9y~Soldin Holland by Heber Walsh and by all
Druggists everywhere.
49-1 v

cement, always on

prepare the soil for

another crop which requires a different

Cigars

of

Mortgage

one elec- Together with a large assortment of

formationof the crop,

combination of elementsfor

We

,

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

because her laws are violated. But while

will at the same time

New

Will be found a large aasortmentof new goods

it

soil of

and

HARRINGTON.

J.Vanderveen,

certainly refuse to yield up her sustenance

one crow may exhaust the

Choice Stock

ing

-l

& SONS.

should raise the

cause

A

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

FOR SALE.

Hardware Store

grasses because they recuperate exhausted
soils,

finest Saloon
the City.

treating these specialdiseases.

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

do so

will raise the productiveness of land that

The

desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Drngglfts at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be
sent by mail on rtceipt of the money by addiess

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

17, 1878.

At the

a proper rotation of crops

pasturing.

i>

rpHE

ac-

kept up, together with the benefits of

We should

-

A prompt delivery free pf charge, can
be relied upon.

tually Increased in productiveness.Then,

a

on

Office

WASHINGTON STREET.

not only be kept

deteriorating more, but

too, the land, as

Warehouse &

PRICESARE
LOW.
-

productive qualifications,and by a careful study of the land, and of the methods

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

Full particnlarsin our pamphlets, which we

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

trouble to show goods.

its

No. 104 Monroe Street,

of
Vision,Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which os a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over indulgence. The SpecificMedlcino Is the re
suit of a life study and many years of experience
in

no

see for yourself,

land

exhausted in one or more of

—

Lager Beer.

Etc., Etc.

Come and

-

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

land,

productiveness.There is no need or occa-

kind* of

— A.LSO

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

land, in labor and

all

AT-

Henry Weirich

that follow as a
sequenceon Self

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. versal Lassitude,Fain in the Back, Dimness

Groceries,
attempting

lost by

And

DRAUGHT

-ON

Seminal Weakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and -all diseases

Before TakingJfbmemo“ , unT-AfteTraking.

have Juet received a large new stock of

time, as well as the natural wear of the

sion for worn out

-

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

fertility of the soil kept up.

ommended as an
unfailingcure for

our

River Street,

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK. Is especiallyrec- TRADE

IN

Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
new store just completed at our old aland on

much land, says A. T. Strange, in American Farm Journal. His whole time is
spent in producingor taking from the
land and never returning anything. If
his labor and manures were put on one
half of the land he now tends, bis crops
would be nearly or quite as large and the

WEIRICH’S

P.

JOHNSTON &

W.

CO.

The undersigned desires to announce to the
a bound, then the dew of night fall upon public in general, that he is now the sole proprieChemists& Druggists,
the witheredstalks bringing with it the tor of ihfs well-known and popular hotel, and
161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Midi.
that he will hereafter give hia peisonal attention
nitrogen from the air and the plants again to the management of the house and the wants
Bold by all Druggists.
of his unests The honse has been refitted and reare invigorated. The heat and moisture furnished, and now offers the best of accommodaof summer grow and build up, but the tions to the travelingpublic. It contains 180 handsome and commodiooa rooms, fifty of which can
frost of winter disiutegrates the soil thus be had with board at $2.00 per day, and the re- (]| H H H I« not easily earned in these times, but
mair der at the nsnal price, Having condnctedthe
/ / it can be made in three montha bv any
preparingit for the chemical laws to work hotel basineae In Grand Rapids for the past sixmill
ellkcr sox. in any part of the
out their beautiful results.Thus we see teen years, and thahkfulfor former patronage, the v 1 1
country who is willing to work steadily
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
at the employment that we famish. $65 per week
that nature is ever changing, and the sucThe rooms of Sweet’a Hotel are not excelled by in yonr own town. Yon need not be away from
any public house in the 8Ute, the tables are sup- home over night You can give your whole time
cessful farmer must profit by the fact.
plied with all the markets afford, and carefulatten- to the work, or only your spare moments. We
tion Is given by all employees.
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the All who engage at once can make money fast. At
Boren in Peach Tnei.
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated the present tlrme money cannot be made so earily
by the proprietor.
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
T. H. LYON.
Ing to try he business. Term and $5 ontfitfree.
The only sure and therefore the best way
Address at once, U. Hallbtt A Co., Portland,
33- ly
to remove the peach borer is the old C
• *eek la Jpvr own town. $S ontfit free,
*'° r‘»k. Reader, if yon want a business
method of cutting it out. First scrape
at which persons of cither sex can make
respectfullycall the attention of the pubaway all the earth from the root at the great pay all the time they work, write for particu- I would
lic that I have on hand a large stock of
lars to H. Hallitt A Co., Portland. Maine.
base or neck of the tree. This will dis-

\

»

P.BOOT.
Holland.

000

Maine

Wm. LEICHNER
NO.

68

CANAL STREET,

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

A

uguat

9,

1878.

Insurance Notice.
Horae of

New

York,
British America,
Underwritters of

The finest Restaurant

N

in the City.

Fund of

Firemans’

at

Cal.

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

Free Lunch every Morning.

Extra Lunches prepared

Y.

Roger Williams, R.

I.

We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies,in this City, witn a total capitalof over

i

wUU

cover the

gum and

decayed

Stoves,

wood

near

Hardware,

work. With a strong
pruning knife, bill hooked, cut away the
decayed and diseased bark and wood, but
be careful to injure the sound wood as
where the insect is

at

Shirts— in-

possible. If the borer is too deep cluding Fine While Shirts, from 85c to
iu the wood to reach without injuring the
$1.75; Sailors'Blue Flannel, Hickory and
tree by cutting him ont, use a strong wire
Cheviots Shirts,etc., etc., also the finest
or whalebone punch, by thrusting it into
lot of neckties and collars, including the
the cavity. This will generally reach the
i • v t'
F
culprit and despatch him. But be must

Etc., Etc.
Which

will sell

I

—

:

J.

linen

Sultan
Collar
be destroyedat alt events or be will destroy the tree. Sometimes a number will
with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., teo
be found in one tree. Be careful to kill
numerous to mention, at the
every oav.—Watern Rural.

air is

sn important

desideratnm in prolonging the sound condition of apples

and pears.

It is

known

that the apples least liable to shrivel or

decay contain an unusual amount of
on the

cuticle,

gummy

doalng

all its

gum

pores. This

matter also performs a similar

function on the leaves of

many

plants

and

prevents their shriveling In the hot, blistering rays of the

summer snn, by

prevent-

ing the evaporationof the diffosed water.

A coating of any snbstance that will exclude the air will have the effect of preserving apples and pears in a sound con-

_

ean make money faater at work for ps than at
anything
ng else. Capital not required;we will
•tart yon.
>n. til per day
,
______
at home ____
made by the
Industrious.
i. Men,
J>Ten,*women.
women, boys and glrla
girls wanted
everywhere to
for ne. Now la the time.
Coetly outfit and terms bee. Address Thus A Co.
Angneta,Maine.
__

__

arn

Great chance to

VAN LANDEGEND.
37,

1878,

ll-4w

GROCERIES.
A complete stock

26-tf

Just published,a new edition of
OULTISWXLL'B0XUBSAT22)18IAY on thenMfteaf (withont med
Icine) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental snd Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy snd Fits Induced by self-indnlgeneeor
sexual
extravagance,
Ac.
SB.

The undersigned announces to the PnbHc that
EF* Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,sod are
Tho celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
now ready to sapply their castomerswith all Mods clearlydemonsUatee, from a thirty years' success
of Meat* and Saasagea. By promptnesi and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto self-sbase may be radically enred without the danall those who wish to favor them with part of their gerons use of Internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of core at once
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition msr
Son’s Hardware Store.
be, may eare bimaelf cheaply, privately and rod)W. BUTKAU,
tally.

VAN ZOEREN.

0T

Holland. Jnlr14, 1876.

This Lecture should be In the hinds of

every yoath end every

TUG FOE SALE.

on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be T
1

maae money.

If

N$w

AM

authorised to sell the Steam Tag
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

MANLY

Holland.
Orleans, Sugar.

“Gem*

D. HOWARD.
Holland. Mich

man

in

the land.

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, port-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

41

All

Nnr Tori; Port

Office

Box. 4686.

............ 8c.

....

Extra G .............................
A. .....

.

9c.

............................ 10c.

1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.

Granulated .......................

We

CruLD.^^i.*”w.g^o.aP^I‘1ent

have a fine

lot

of

coffees and

evert town to take subscriptions
spices,and we have among our large varfor the largest, cheapest and best Illnstratedram I ly
publication In the world. Any one can become a
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
successful agent. The most elegant works of art
given free to subscrlbera.The price la so Ion
pound that cannot be surpassed.
It.
that almost everybodysubscribes.One agent re
ports making over $150 in a week. A lady agent
reportataking over 400 subscribersIn ten days. Also, a full assortmentof canoed fruit
AH who engage make money fast. Yon can devote
all yonr time to the business, or only yonr spare including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,

Millinery

|

Fancy Dry

And

a

Goods,

large stock of

Try

time. You neud not be away from home over
Hay, Corn, Oats, Batter and Eggs, will
night. Yon can do it aa well as others. Full par
ticalara,directions and terms free. Elegant and
town Telegraph.
expenalve ontfit free. If yon want profitablework be taken in Exchange for goods, at the
send ni yonr address at onee. It costs nothing to
highest Market Price, at the
try the bosinsse. No one wbo engages falls to
A strange and doubtlessunprecedent- make greatpay. Address “Tho People’s Journal,”
Portland
|fi-ir
Cheap Cash Store of
ed accident happened to a horse in Jackdition for

—

FIRST WARD.

of Groceries constant

beat.

Howard & McBride.

____

won

M

THE

J.

£. J. Habrington.

y

of—

Holland, April

Oheap Cash Store of
* Tin Sftorvt of looping Fruit Froth.

Store,

Mich., August 7th, 1878.

MEAT MARKET mmiinmaiwisimi!

cheaprr than evet before at the

Hardware

Holund,

23-Sm.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

— I3ST

Implements,
Ready Made

little as

The exclusion of the

,

WM. LIECHNER.

Agricultural
All kindi of

$12,000,000.

all hours.

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,

a protractedperiod.— [German-

Milne.

son township, Indiana. While grazing,
the animal attempted to lick bis foot, as
:s supposed, and stepped upon its tongue
literally tearing that member out by the
roots. The tongue has been preserved hi
alcohol as a curiosity. The horse Is still
alive, and apparently intends to live out
bis regular period of

years.

A Handsome

lot of

selection of

BOOKBINDING!
The anderelgnedwiehe* to Inform hlf old friende
end resident* of Hollandand vicinity that being si
present located at Mnskegon, be baa made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mecnas, at Holland, at whose

irnlsb first-class

A.
*

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Bilks and Shawls.

MusKEGOH.Sept.8

1875.

work.

CLOETINGH.

E.

J.

Harrington.

A. Bteketee’s
tulre of

General 8 tore, on Eighth street.
H. DOBSBURG.

toLLAHD, April 7, 1877.

8-tf

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely

*

Pine Building Site For Sale.

*

New

L &

S.

new,

etc.

*

'

TAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOEXiA.Nl>,

MIOH

